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Abstract
A Study of Twenty Two Caliber Long Rifle and Nine Millimeter Parabellum Bullet Ricochet
from Common Substrates
by
Peter Diaczuk
Advisor: Dr. Thomas A. Kubic
Determining the angle at which a bullet will successfully ricochet is essential information when a
shooting investigation involves indirect fire. In this research, determining the critical angle and
its variance was measured for six substrates, two calibers and two bullet types. This information
provides the forensic scientist with fundamental data required for the scientific reconstruction
and assessment of a shooting scene. Depending upon the bullet’s design, the substrate, and the
angle of impact, a bullet may fail to ricochet upon impact, or the bullet will ricochet. Knowledge
of bullet behavior with common substrates provides valuable information for scientific
investigation of shooting scenes where bullets (i.e. the projectiles) have impacted intermediate
surfaces. A timely and accurate scene reconstruction is imperative in both the investigative and
the adjudicative stages of a shooting incident.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A bullet that is discharged from a firearm can ricochet off of the many different surfaces
present at a typical shooting scene (Hatcher, 1957). Although bullets will behave differently
depending upon the material they encounter, they are nevertheless bound by the laws of physics
(Sellier & Kneubuehl, 1994). Consequently, a statement such as “the bullet could have gone
anywhere after it ricocheted” is naïve and an unfounded statement.
Historically, the ability to “bounce” projectiles off of certain surfaces was used
effectively by the military. When attacking an enemy vessel it was standard practice for naval
gunners to purposely aim several yards short of the hull of the enemy ship. This would allow the
round cannon ball to first hit the water closer than the intended target and then skip on the water,
hitting the hull closer to the water line, thus causing more severe damage. It also made it easier
for these inaccurate weapons to be successful. Of course this was only possible using round
cannon balls and the surface of the water had to be relatively calm (Hayes, 1938). These now
obsolete round canon balls were quite amenable to skipping off of the water’s surface when fired
at a relatively low angle to the horizontal. Somewhat related, although not fired from a gun or
canon, were the specially designed bombs used during World War II to destroy dams in
Germany’s industrial Ruhr Valley. For this task, single large cylindrical bombs were affixed to
the underside of Royal Air Force Lancaster heavy bombers and given a backspin before they
were dropped at low altitude onto the calm waters near the targeted dams. The bombs would
skip1 on the surface of the smooth water eventually coming to rest at the dam, where they would
sink and detonate below the water line causing the greatest damage. These Lancaster bombers
eventually became known as the “Dambusters”. Their water skipping of large cylinder shaped
1

This is an over-simplification of the engineering that was incorporated into the dambuster project. These
specialized bombs were counter-rotated prior to being released from the bombers. Exact elevations and revolutions
per minute had to be maintained for the project to be successful.
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bombs at fixed reinforced targets was successful, although now it is outdated by more
technologically advanced “smart bombs” employed in warfare. Nevertheless, the military has
maintained an interest in projectile ricochet long after the advent of modern conical shaped
projectiles with their higher ballistic coefficient, now used in favor of the previous spherical
shaped cannon balls (Birkoff, 1945). Law enforcement agencies also continue to express interest
in both the ricocheting projectile and the substrates with which the bullet interacts (Federal
Bureau of Investigation, 1969; Grassi, 2009). Potential ricochet surfaces may be categorized
based on how the bullet interacts with them. Hard surfaces traditionally remain intact after low
angle bullet ricochet because they will not yield to the bullet’s impact energy (or if so, only yield
minimally)2. Materials such as concrete, marble, granite, steel and automobile windshield glass
are just a few examples that fall into this category. Bullet ricochets off of hard unyielding
surfaces consistently have ricochet angles (the angle created between a line designating the bullet
path and a line designated by the substrate surface) that are less than the bullet’s angle of impact
(the acute angle at which the bullet approaches the substrate surface) (Haag, 2006; Diaczuk &
Hietpas, 2010a). Soft surfaces will not remain intact, but instead will deform or deflect or fail
entirely, having yielded to the bullet’s impact energy. Materials such as wood, turf, sand,
paneling, wallboard, thin automobile sheet metal and water (Baillargeon & Bergeron, 2012) are
just some examples of surfaces that fall into this category. Bullet ricochets off of relatively soft
yielding surfaces routinely have ricochet angles that are greater than the impact angle of the
bullet (Haag 2006; Diaczuk & Hietpas, 2010a). When a bullet is fired at either of these types of
materials, whether hard or soft (i.e. unyielding or yielding, respectively), there is an angle at

2

It should be realized that even an “unyielding” substrate may change or deform slightly as a result of bullet
impact. Brittle items are especially prone to damage at the impact site, yet the bullet will still behave by following a
ricochet angle that is less than the incident angle. Examples are glass, brick, paving tile and concrete, where the
surface may spall from impact but the overall integrity is maintained.
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which a ricochet will no longer occur. At this “critical angle” the bullet may break apart into
fragments after hitting the surface in the case of a hard unyielding substrate, or it may remain
intact, to either penetrate (imbed but not exit) or perforate (enter and exit) the material in the case
of a soft yielding substrate (see figure 1 for generalization of different ricochet angles).
RICOCHET ANGLES from YIELDING and UNYIELDING SUBSTRATES

Figure 1. Comparison between ricochet angles from yielding (upper, or red line with short dashes) and
unyielding (lower, or blue line with dots / dashes) substrates, somewhat exaggerated for illustrative purposes. The
firearm would be positioned on the left with the bullet firing toward the right and down to impact the surface. The
acute angle formed by the solid black line (defined by the bullet’s path) and the horizontal dashed line, which
represents the substrate surface, is termed the impact angle

In addition, there are non-homogenous materials that fall into a third more complex class
of semi-yielding substrates, such as “blacktop” roadway pavement, which is comprised of a
mixture of softer bituminous binding material holding together much harder stone aggregate
material. Such non-homogenous mixtures present even more difficulty to shooting
reconstruction efforts involving ricochet. Bullets impacting blacktop may encounter the soft
(yielding) component or the hard (unyielding) component and react accordingly. Consequently,
a ricocheting bullet behaves less predictably after impacting a heterogeneous substrate as
compared to a homogeneous substrate. Laboratory experiments with heterogeneous materials
are thus more complex. Admittedly, there will be some heterogeneity in the other two substrate
categories as well, and this fact must be appreciated prior to interpreting the scene conditions or
any test data generated from experimentation.
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PROBLEM
The reconstruction of a shooting scene is a difficult and complex task (De Forest 2005),
often made even more challenging by the propensity of bullets to ricochet from a number of
surfaces at the scene. The wide variety of bullet structures, metallurgy, hardness, coatings,
shapes and sizes further complicate the task of shooting reconstruction. Most of the prior
research conducted on bullet ricochet was largely driven by crime laboratory casework (Haag,
2006). Consequently, prior research has had strictly defined parameters and limited general
applicability to the overall phenomenon of ricochet. Furthermore, after the case is adjudicated,
the related research falls to the wayside in favor of working on the next active shooting case.
Casework pressure, and the numerous and substantial logistical hurdles of properly investigating
ricochet phenomena, has led to an unfortunate void in scholarly research on bullet ricochet.
Bullets discharged from firearms have a considerable amount of kinetic energy and
achieve high velocity during the very short time they are accelerating down the bore of the
firearm. Everything the bullet does while it is inside the firearm, from the ignition of the primer
of the cartridge to the point where the bullet reaches the barrel’s muzzle is considered internal
ballistics (Corner, 1950; Lowry, 1968). The latent chemical energy of the cartridge’s propellant
(smokeless powder in modern ammunition) is transformed by its rapid burning (deflagration),
into a huge volume of hot gases. The conversion of the small volume of propellant to a volume
of hot gasses orders of magnitude larger in a confined space creates high pressures that impart
motion and therefore kinetic energy to the bullet3. 4Even accounting for some frictional losses as
it is forced through the barrel, the once stationary bullet emerges as a fast moving energetic
projectile. As a result, bullets can pass completely through their intended target, and well
3

Kinetic Energy = ! mass multiplied by the velocity squared
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beyond it, to interact with materials other than their intended target. Conversely, fired bullets
can interact with other intervening materials prior to hitting their intended target. These
encounters of bullets with other objects or surfaces may leave evidence behind concerned with
the event. When recognized, understood and correctly interpreted, the evidence offers valuable
information to be applied toward accurately reconstructing the shooting incident. Knowledge of
these potential conditions and their affects on both the bullet and the substrate can equip the
forensic scientist with the ability to provide the trier of fact with the necessary information to
reach an informed decision (Gross, 1934; Kirk, 1953; Dodd, 2006; Petraco & Sherman, 2006).
In an effort to understand the dynamics of this complex event, the following research
investigates bullet impact and ricochet angles, corresponding damage to the bullets after initial
impact, and the damage to the substrates with which the bullet interacted.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
To fully appreciate the sudden dynamic event of a projectile giving up some of its kinetic
energy to another material before returning to a new flight path, useful background information
to study is available in the chapter on penetration and perforation of solids by Zukas (1982).
Strictly defined, a perforation will not result in a ricochet whereas a penetration, depending upon
the angle of impact, may result in a ricochet or result in the bullet remaining imbedded in the
target. These phenomena are treated mathematically by Zukas (1982) and include not only
traditional projectiles discharged from firearms but also projectiles launched as a result of other
energetic events such as pieces of shrapnel or fragments resulting from an explosion. Also taken
into account by these authors are effects from precession to the projectile and the shape of the
nose of the projectile; useful considerations for this research project because both factors play a
role in the formation of the impact site and affect the post-ricochet flight path of the bullet.
When a bullet first emerges from the barrel of a firearm, although it has either a clockwise or
counterclockwise rotational force applied to it from the helical rifling inside the barrel that acts
to stabilize its conical shape in flight, it is not fully stabilized until it travels some distance
downrange from the muzzle. The exact distance varies from firearm to firearm and is also
dependent on the rifling characteristics of that firearm. The rate of twist, or the length it takes
the bullet to make one full 360-degree revolution as it travels down the barrel, plays a crucial
role in post-discharge bullet stabilization. The rate of twist is typically measured in inches, such
as “I:9”, which means one full turn or revolution of the bullet in nine inches of linear travel, and
a specific twist rate often works best with bullets of a specific weight. As the weight of the
bullet is changed, experimentation and test firing will reveal the best rate of twist for that specific
bullet / caliber combination and the firearm or barrel manufacturer adjusts the rifling process
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accordingly. The flight characteristics of the bullet fall under the category of external ballistics,
which encompasses what the bullet does from the moment it leaves the muzzle to the moment it
encounters its terminal target (McCoy, 2012). The bullet’s behavior and interaction once it stops
traveling in air and gives up its remaining energy to the final substrate is termed terminal
ballistics (DiMaio, 1998; Dodd 2006). When a bullet’s terminal ballistics includes biological
matter, the term wound ballistics may be applied (Sellier & Kneubuehl, 1994). Shooting cases
involving bullet impacts to humans often involves the medical community. If the shooting
victim has a survivable wound, physicians will do their duty to maintain life, often altering or
destroying evidence in the process of repairing bullet holes. If the shooting victim is deceased, it
becomes the jurisdiction of the Medical Examiner or in some locations the Coroner to determine
cause and manner of death. Knowledge of wound ballistics is always advantageous in such
instances to properly interpret the injury for distance, shape, depth, angle and margin of abrasion.
The traditional library search reveals that until recently there was minimal treatment of
bullet ricochet. Occasional articles in various journals, not all of them peer reviewed scholarly
publications, and a page or two within a book chapter dealing with the cursory or anecdotal
observations of the book’s authors during their respective careers working with firearms or
evidence recovery comprise the bulk of available literature (Heard, 2006; Warlow, 2012;
Hatcher, 1957; Wilber, 1977). None of these treatments, perhaps with the exception of Hatcher
(1966), who deals almost solely with military applications and examples, goes beyond simply
acknowledging that ricochets can and will happen when conditions are amenable and they offer
the generalization that bullets that have ricocheted behave differently than bullets that travel
from the muzzle to the target in a direct path. All of the aforementioned authors agree that
ricochets are more likely to occur when a lower velocity bullet (such as discharged from a
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handgun) impacts a surface than when a higher velocity bullet (such as discharged from a rifle)
impacts the same surface at the same angle. This is due to the propensity of rifle bullets to be
more susceptible to breaking up even upon low angle impacts, whereas handgun bullets with
their smaller aspect ratio behave more like spheres and will remain intact until the impact angle
increases beyond the bullet’s ability to resist fragmentation upon impact. These authors also
state that the post ricochet bullet will travel at a lower velocity than the same bullet would travel
had it been fired directly at the target because of the frictional forces that acted upon the bullet
while it was in contact with the substrate, and that the bullet will become destabilized once its
original trajectory (and stabilization) was compromised and altered by the ricochet event.
Unfortunately such generalizations have limited applicability to specific casework other than to
suggest that more experimentation on the subject is warranted. Now available in the second
edition, Lucien Haag’s book “Shooting Incident Reconstruction” (1st edition 2006, 2nd edition coauthored with son Michael Haag in 2011) has filled a perceptible void in useful, scientific and
applicable reference material for several aspects of shooting reconstruction and not surprisingly
the book addresses bullet ricochet in detail as its own dedicated chapter. In this chapter, Haag
and Haag (2011) address the angles necessary to create a ricochet, and they diagram a simple yet
elegant device that can be constructed to document these ricochet angles. The device consists of
witness paper attached to three foot by three foot holding frames made from "” PVC plumbing
pipe, which is light weight and economical to build (see figure 2 of Haag set-up adapted for
initial experiments that provided background for this project).

9
EARLY RICOCHET EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Figure 2. Adaptation by author of Haag’s PVC pipe holder for ricochet angle recording.
Not shown here is the bullet recovery device or optional chronograph

By positioning one of these frames a few feet downrange from the impact site, and firing
from a known fixed position in a stable mechanical rest, the distances can be measured and
angles calculated using the tangent function. Placing additional frames downrange at specific
intervals, allows the bullet’s flight and stability to be recorded at discrete moments in time. Haag
and Haag (2011) also look in detail at post-ricochet impact sites for information about the bullet
in question. They note that many substrates will retain class characteristics of the bullet’s former
presence, such as direction of rifling twist. Depending largely upon the substrate, even the land
to groove ratio could be estimated in some instances. An example of this can be seen in figure 3
of a .45 caliber FMJ bullet entry mark at 2.5 degrees into soft pine wood, taken from Diaczuk,
Hietpas and Watkins (2011).

10
CLASS CHARACTERISTICS IN WOOD

Figure 3. Ricochet of .45 caliber FMJ bullet in wood at 2.5 degrees reveals class characteristics
of the bullet’s rifling in the soft pine. This bullet was fired from a barrel with a left-hand twist

To be thorough, Haag (2006) also addresses deformation to the bullet when fired at
specific angles and at specific velocities, revealing that bullet deformation can be very useful in
suggesting not only that a ricochet has taken place but also that an approximation of the angle of
impact can be determined empirically. The smaller the impact angle, the less the damage to the
bullet’s surface; while as the angle is increased, the damage to the bullet becomes more
profound, with a commensurate increase of kinetic energy transfer from the bullet to the
substrate. The texture of the impacted surface will play a decisive role in the deformation of the
bullet, to such an extent that an assessment of the damaged surface of the deformed bullet could
suggest the type of substrate responsible, or certainly limit the possibilities (a smooth surface,
such as steel vs. a rough surface, such as concrete). A brief discussion of shotgun pellet ricochet
concludes Haag’s chapter. Shotgun pellets behave somewhat differently than the conical
projectiles from traditional sealed metallic ammunition fired from handguns and rifles because
they are round and are not spin-stabilized as are conical bullets. Just as McConnell, Triplett &
Rowe (1981) and Hartline, Abraham & Rowe (1982) found in their studies of shotgun pellet
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ricochet from concrete and steel respectively, two characteristics of shotgun discharges stand out.
It is generally agreed that the pellets can collide with one another at the impact site if the muzzle
to target distance is close (confirmed and documented by the author in empirical experiments
using buckshot). These close range collisions also occur when the shot column of pellets
impacts a human, and is termed the billiard ball effect by the medical community. A rough idea
of the impact angle may be calculated in non-orthogonal shots using the arcsine function after
measuring the minimum and maximum diameters of an oval pellet pattern, provided the
impacted surface is relatively flat. The resultant impact angle calculation must include a range of
plus or minus five degrees because the minimum and maximum diameters derived from the oval
pellet pattern are roughly extrapolated by the analyst and therefore are prone to be somewhat
uncertain. Because of the complexity and variability of shotgun ammunition (Barnes, 2012;
Bussard, 2011), pellet patterns were determined to be outside the scope of this research.
Hueske (2006) also devotes an entire chapter to bullet ricochet phenomena in his
shooting reconstruction textbook. Although not quite as comprehensive as the chapter in Haag’s
textbook, it is the second most thorough treatment of ricochet to date. Hueske examines ricochet
sites on materials such as automotive body sheet metal, asphalt pavement, automobile windshield
glass, steel plates and concrete surfaces. He explains how to determine the angle of impact and
the angle of ricochet for laboratory experiments, and how to apply these to shooting
reconstruction efforts.
Jannsen and Levine (1982) report their laboratory experiments as a result of a specific
shooting case within their jurisdiction in Allegheny County, Pittsburgh Pa. They used a .25
caliber Titan semi-automatic pistol firing full metal jacket ammunition at the interior headliners
of automobiles. In response to doubts over the direction of travel of a bullet that made a ricochet
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mark, they fired at low (acute) angles and observed the damage to the cloth headliner inside the
vehicle, the scuff marks that the bullet made while it was in contact with the sheet metal interior
of the roof and, when present, the deformation to the opposite side of the automobile roof sheet
metal. The most interesting result from this series of experiments was their observation of the
direction of the resultant paint chips on the side opposite the bullet impact. While Mitosinka
reported in 1971 that the orientation of paint fracture lines on the painted surface point toward
the direction of bullet travel (away from the responsible firearm), these experiments showed that
on the opposite side of the bullet impact the paint fracture lines, if present, point in the opposite
direction of bullet travel, or toward the responsible firearm, whereas the paint chips that formed
around the impact site that were on the same side as the bullet were as predicted, i.e. pointing in
the direction of bullet travel. See figure 4 of the pinch point, a compression of the paint between
the sheet metal and the bullet, and the paint fractures that point in the direction of bullet travel.
In addition, they noticed the classic lead-in marks made by the bullets as the cloth headliner was
struck at acute angles by the bullet. The lead-in marks always appear at the location where the
bullet first contacts the substrate and before the cloth fails and begins to tear. Unfortunately,
their research concluded once they were convinced that the bullets fired could be identified as
having originated from a specific direction, based on the characteristics of their ricochet marks
and damage to the surrounding surfaces.
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PINCH POINT

Figure 4. Pinch point in automobile paint. Bullet traveled from left to right

Burke and Rowe (1992) reviewed and organized data and results from 23 prior research
projects relating to bullet ricochet and impact from ricocheted bullets, including 4 references to
their own prior experimentation on the subject with other co-authors (Burke & Rowe, 1992;
Hartline et al., 1982; Jordan, Bratton, Donahue & Rowe, 1988; McConnell et al., 1981). Their
compilation of existing data is largely still supported by subsequent research, but given the ever
increasing variety of bullet forms and variances in velocities, there are some figures in their
article that have since been modified to reflect results of new research. In general, they state that
ricochets off of hard surfaces result in lower angles compared to the impact angles while
ricochets off of soft surfaces result in higher angles compared to the impact angles. One reason
offered by these authors for the higher angles of ricochet from soft surfaces such as sheet metal
is the elastic rebounding of such surfaces imparting some energy that restores some of the
bullet’s energy and thus propels it upward, “flexible target surfaces bend under impact and when
rebounding return some of their stored energy to the ricocheting projectile”. Whether the bullet
is still in contact with the rebounding elastic surface to receive this energy boost has yet to be
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proven. In this review article, the authors also comment on wound ballistics and trace evidence
transferred to bullets, neither topic was explored in this research, the former because it is outside
the scope of this work and the latter because that in itself is fertile ground for a dedicated
research project (Diaczuk & De Forest, 2009).
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Chapter 3: Methods and Materials
Modern handgun and rifle ammunition consists of four components, the metal case,
propellant, primer and bullet (i.e. projectile), collectively and properly called a cartridge. Once
the firing pin strikes the primer in the base of the cartridge, a chain of events begins called the
firing sequence. The firing sequence begins with the initiation of the impact sensitive primer that
sends hot sparks from the burning primer composition through the flash hole in the base of the
cartridge case and into the area of the case occupied by the propellant. In early sealed metallic
cartridges, the propellant was black powder, which was later replaced with nitrocellulose-based
compositions. The propellant in modern ammunition may contain only nitrocellulose as the
energetic material, in which case it is called single base powder. If the propellant contains
nitroglycerine in addition to nitrocellulose, it is called double base powder. The higher nitrogen
content of double base gunpowders make them burn more rapidly and thus are more suitable to
shorter barreled firearms, i.e. handguns (Moorehead, 2007). The next step in the firing sequence
is the ignition of the propellant, which burns very rapidly to release a huge volume of gases.
These gases of combustion build up pressure and exert force on all interior surfaces of the case,
causing it to expand, or obturate, filling any void between the case and the chamber wall, thus
sealing the system from leaking gas. In addition to exerting force on the interior surfaces of the
case, the expanding gases also exert force against the base of the bullet, now held less tightly in
place as the case mouth expands as well. Continuing to burn, the gunpowder is creating more
hot expanding gases that now direct their attention to the base of the bullet, which is only loosely
held in the case mouth by compression and is the “weakest link” in the system. As a result, the
bullet is forced out of the case and continues to be pushed down the barrel by the very rapidly
expanding gases. The bullet is accelerating until it exits the confines of the barrel at the muzzle
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and the internal barrel pressure drops back to ambient. Once the bullet exits the barrel, its
acceleration ceases and it begins to succumb to the forces of gravity, causing it to drop and the
resistance of air, retarding its forward motion. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon for a bullet to
depart from a handgun’s muzzle in excess of 1000 feet per second, while bullets fired from rifles
can achieve velocities two to three times as fast as a handgun. Unless interrupted by a target of
some sort, the bullet may travel well over a mile depending on the elevation of the barrel relative
to the horizon (Mann, 1942). Hatcher’s work has shown that the maximum range of a bullet is
achieved at approximately 33 degrees from the horizontal and can result in some rifle bullets
traveling as far as three miles (Hatcher, 1966). The fast moving and energetic nature of a bullet
in flight poses problems to ricochet experimentation or analysis. A safe method to decelerate
and capture the bullets is necessary to assess and interpret the effect of the ricochet impact
damage on the bullet. The goal of this research was to decelerate the bullets in a controlled
fashion using cotton mill waste, which has a long history of success for bullet recovery with
minimal to no detrimental change to the bullet (Haag, 2006). This is due in part to the bullet’s
propensity to form a “cocoon” of cotton around itself fairly soon after it first encounters the
cotton mill waste. It was suggested (J. Hamby, personal communication, 27 June 2012) that the
sharp edges of the rifling between the land and groove impressions present on most bullets
contribute to the formation of this ball of cotton around the bullet. This was supported by
experiments by the author using bullets fired from polygonally-rifled barrels. Due to the rifling
process in such barrels, sharp edges are not present, but instead the lands and grooves seem to
blend into one another in a more subtle fashion. When fired through these polygonally-rifled
barrels, the bullets traveled farther into the cotton than the same caliber bullets fired at the same
velocity but discharged from conventionally (cut-rifled) rifled barrels. The cotton encapsulated
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bullet then travels through a continuous volume of additional cotton contained within a
rectangular enclosure about one foot across and four feet long, often simply called a cotton box
(see figure 5 showing typical cotton box used for bullet recovery). This cocooned bullet presents
much more resistance to continued travel inside the cotton box than would a bare bullet.
Consequently the cocooned bullet slows down within a shorter distance than would be
anticipated for the bullet alone, making this a feasible method to collect fired bullets in good
condition for future microscopical examination. Because the bullet becomes surrounded in
cotton early, it is protected from continued abrasion as it gives up its energy while traveling
deeper into the box. Alternatives to the cotton box are a Kevlar® fiber recovery vessel;
tantamount to a cotton box except that instead of being filled with cotton it is filled with Kevlar®
(polyaramid) fibers from shredded body armor vests, tissue simulating materials such as
“ballistic” soap, ordnance gelatin, or a water tank. Cotton and Kevlar® fibers were the most
adaptable to this research because of the ability to position a box filled with either material near
the predicted location of the bullet’s ricochet trajectory. Cotton was used exclusively both for its
economy and availability. Particles of the substrate dislodged at the bullet impact site, or bullet
fragments created when the critical angle was reached for unyielding substrates, were carried
into the cotton recovery material. Such contamination by hard foreign particles makes the cotton
unsuitable for future use where surface integrity on the bullet is necessary for microscopical
examination. Thus, at the end of each series of experiments, the cotton was discarded to avoid
the possibility of an entering bullet coming into contact with particles or fragments from a prior
experiment.
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COTTON BOX

Figure 5. Cotton box made for gradual bullet deceleration and post-ricochet recovery
AMMUNITION USED

Figure 6. Intact unfired cartridges; from left to right: 22 caliber Long Rifle lead round nose and hollow
point, 9mm Parabellum full metal jacket & jacketed hollow point

The four types of ammunition used are shown in figure 6 of unfired 22 caliber and 9mm
cartridges. The lot numbers for each were recorded during the project. Note the different bullet
shapes within each caliber, between the round nose morphology and the hollow point
morphology. A bullet consists of a base, bearing surface, ogive, and nose, also called a meplat.
The base is the surface that gets pushed when the gases expand. The bearing surface is the part
that contacts the rifling, becoming critical if comparison microscopy is to be performed on lands
or grooves. The ogive is the curved surface between the bearing surface and the very front or
nose. The tapered curved shape of the ogive assists in the loading of cartridges into the chamber
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of a firearm. Except in extremely acute or near orthogonal impacts, the ogive will bear the brunt
of the bullet’s interaction with the surface. Consequently, the shape of a bullet’s ogive should be
carefully documented and if jacketed the wall thickness should also be considered. Bullet
velocities were recorded in case different loading parameters were used by the manufacturers
and as a basis for future work to determine if the results were strongly dependent upon velocity.
This was accomplished using a standard chronograph that uses a light beam at two locations
separated by a specific distance. The passage of the bullet through each light beam casts a
shadow, which if detected registers on the instrument. Because the two sensors are a known
distance apart, the velocity is calculated knowing the elapsed time over the set distance traveled
by the bullet (see figure 7 showing a typical chronograph).
CHRONOGRAPH

Figure 7. Typical chronograph used for determining bullet velocity

For data collection, ten replicate shots were taken for each successful experiment. This
generated sufficient replicates to be statistically significant and ultimately resulted in over a
thousand data-generating shots. The range of angles tested was dictated by the critical angle for
each bullet-substrate combination. A greater number of shots were necessary than were initially
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predicted to identify the critical angles. As the critical angle was approached for each substrate,
shooting was done in one-degree increments first to bracket and then to identify the critical
angle. Additionally, many more shots were required to accurately set the angles and positions
for each of the experiments. The initial prediction of three set-up shots for each experiment was
found to be insufficient, ultimately requiring from five to ten set-up shots before ricochet data
collection could occur.
To record and assess the bullet’s flight, witness panels, comprised of sheets of card stock,
bench or butcher paper, was used (all proved successful). These sheets were supported in
custom made frames and positioned at intervals slightly downrange from the expected ricochet
locations to reveal the bullet’s location at discrete moments in space and time. The shape of the
holes in the sheets of witness panels revealed if the bullet was tumbling in destabilized flight; if
the hole was round it suggested that the bullet impacted the paper either nose-first or base-first, if
the hole was oblong or oval it suggested that the bullet impacted the paper broadside in
destabilized flight (see figure 8 of destabilized 22 caliber bullet perforation of witness paper).
WITNESS PAPER

Figure 8. Witness paper with keyhole perforation made by post-ricochet 22 caliber destabilized bullet

The location of the holes in the sheets of witness panels revealed whether the trajectory
was straight or curved, and most important for this research, was used to calculate the angle of
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ricochet. One of the desired parameters of this research was to compare the angle of impact to
the angle of ricochet to determine if there were any predictable relationships between the two.
Such a relationship between impact angle and ricochet angle can be of substantial value in
shooting scene reconstruction. Thus, impact angles were recorded by using an inclinometer
placed on the barrel of the firearm, and trigonometry (tangent theta = opposite side divided by
adjacent side) was used to calculate the ricochet angle by using measurements derived from the
holes in the witness paper and the distance from the ricochet to the witness paper. This resulted
in the necessary data to apply the tangent function to perform the calculation of the angle of
ricochet (see figure 9, line drawing of bullet impact and ricochet angles, and height of bullet
impact on witness paper). The tangent of the ricochet angle equaled the height of the bullet hole
above the level of the substrate divided by the distance from the impact mark to the witness
paper. Since the impact mark on the substrate was not just a small point but instead a long line,
especially at low angles where the bullet can be in contact with the substrate for several inches,
the point where the bullet lost contact with the substrate was used for the calculation.
CALCULATION SCHEME

Figure 9. Representation of bullet ricochet and height of bullet impact (drawn to assume bullet is traveling
from left to right). The tangent of the ricochet angle equals the height divided by the distance
from the impact to the witness paper

It should be noted that few if any rifle barrels have a consistent outside diameter. A
barrel with tapered sides is much more common and even those barrels termed “bull”, “heavy” or
“target”, although boasting thicker walls for stability, are nevertheless slightly tapered becoming
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narrower toward the muzzle. This inconsistent diameter makes the angle reading from an
inclinometer placed directly against the barrel inaccurate, suggesting a slightly steeper angle than
the bullet will travel. To compensate for this, the barrel’s outside diameter was measured with a
caliper at the two locations where the inclinometer base rested on the barrel. Then shims of the
proper thickness were used on the narrow end to effectively make the barrel outside diameter the
same, allowing accurate angle measurements to be made (See figure 10 of inclinometer
indicating angle on barrel).
INCLINOMETER

Figure 10. Inclinometer resting on barrel that was taped to create the proper surface for making accurate
angle readings

Another factor that was recognized when the ricochet experiments were performed was
deflection. All bullets exiting rifled barrels must rotate either clockwise (right-hand twist) or
counter-clockwise (left-hand twist) due to the rifling direction machined into the barrel during
the manufacturing process. When the bullet impacts the substrate prior to ricochet, it is still
rotating in a direction corresponding to the barrel from which it originated, which manifests itself
as an additional force vector that acts upon the bullet when it lifts off the substrate.
Consequently, when a bullet that emerges from a right-hand twist barrel ricochets off a substrate,
it is deflected to the right (see figure 11, showing both right and left deflection of a bullet. Also
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compare and contrast with figure 12, showing the ricochet angles in the z-axis whereas
deflection occurs in either the x or y axes). The amount of deflection is dependent upon the
angle of impact; the longer the bullet is in contact with the substrate, the greater the deflection.
Thus it also stands to reason that a bullet will exhibit more deflection when emerging from a
softer substrate compared to a harder substrate because the bullet would be in contact for a
longer period of time with the softer substrate. This reasoning was substantiated during prior
experiments using water as the substrate (Diaczuk & Bongiovi, 2010 and 2012). When
conditions permitted the bullet to be in contact with the water for a longer period of time (and
thus traveling a greater distance) the deflection was greater compared to conditions when the
bullet impacted and departed the water in less time (having traveled a shorter distance under
water).
SKETCH DEPICTING BULLET DEFLECTION

Figure 11. Overhead depiction of a firearm (small black rectangle to the right) firing at a substrate (solid
line emanating from the black rectangle). Dotted lines represent bullet deflection (to the right if
barrel has a right-hand, or clockwise twist, to the left if barrel has a left-hand, or
counterclockwise twist)
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SKETCH DEPICTING BULLET RICOCHET

Figure 12. Dotted lines represent ricochet angles from a unyielding surface (lower line) and from a
yielding surface (upper line)

Besides the comparison of impact angle to ricochet angle, the bullet’s contact and
interaction with the substrate material has both evidentiary and reconstructive value. Using a
soft recovery material such as cotton to slowly decelerate the bullet, without altering it, enabled
subsequent inspection, measurement and photography of its post-ricochet condition. As impact
angles increased, the energy exchange between the bullet and substrate increased, causing more
substantial contact and plastic deformation of both the bullet and the substrate. At a specific
angle, termed the critical angle, the bullet either perforated the substrate or began to break up
into fragments. These critical angles were noted, bracketed by one degree for confirmation, but
otherwise not exceeded for this project. Once the substrate material was perforated, or the bullet
began to fragment, there was not a traditional ricochet to examine, document or interpret.
Contrary to the definition of critical angle when used in the context of light rays, lenses
and prisms, the term critical angle when referring to bullet impacts is defined in the literature
(Association of Firearm and Toolmark Examiners Glossary, 2011; Haag, 2012) as the angle at
which a ricochet no longer takes place. To conduct this research, the critical angle was defined a
little more specifically due to the variety of substrates that a bullet can encounter and in
particular for the substrates used here. For yielding substrates the definition as stated in the
literature is sufficient because when the substrate fails there cannot be a ricochet. For unyielding
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substrates the parameters of ricochet and critical angle must be more strictly defined.
Technically, if the bullet breaks up into fragments upon impact, and those fragments rebound off
of the substrate, they have ricocheted. For the purposes of this project however, the
fragmentation of a bullet upon impact was considered to have occurred once the critical angle
was exceeded. Thus, only when the bullet remained intact to within 95% of its original mass
was the event considered as a successful ricochet. Once the bullet’s post-ricochet mass
decreased below 95% of the original mass, that angle was considered the critical angle.
For the purposes of ricochet assessment, substrates are divided into two main categories,
yielding and unyielding. Some heterogeneous substances fall into a gray area between yielding
and unyielding because of their constituents and are thus classified as semi-yielding. An example
is roadway blacktop material, due to the combination of relatively soft bituminous products as a
binder to hold much harder rock aggregates together. These substances were not considered
during this project because of their complexity and the random nature with which a bullet can
impact either a hard ingredient or a soft ingredient on a piece of roadway blacktop or similar
material. Three common and more homogeneous substrates were tested in each of the two
distinct categories. The yielding substrates tested were sand, gypsum wallboard and 22 gauge
sheet metal (representing automobile body panels). The unyielding substrates were steel plate,
marble slab and modular concrete block.
A three-degree impact angle was initially attempted for this research but was deemed
impractical. Although desirable to assess, angles three degrees or less are extremely difficult to
implement because of the ease with which the bullet can miss the target entirely at such an acute
impact angle. A minor miscalculation in elevation can cause the bullet to either impact before
the test ricochet area or to impact beyond the test ricochet area. Even with the use of a sturdy
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mechanical rest for the firearms and a laser bore sight to visualize the location of the bullet’s
impact point on the substrate, three degrees became too challenging of an angle to conduct
experimentation. The first type of laser bore sight used for this project consisted of a thin “tail”
section that was designed to fit inside the bore of the firearm. The tail is solely responsible for
the stability of the much larger laser “head”, which protrudes outside of the bore. Any
movement of the laser bore sight within the barrel of the firearm gave an erroneous indication of
the bullet impact site. Typically, due to the force of gravity acting upon the heavier mass of the
head of the laser protruding beyond the muzzle, an undersize arbor or spacing o-ring resulted in
the laser pointing to a position closer to the muzzle than the actual impact site. Being closer to
the muzzle than an imaginary straight line extending from the bore, this closer location is also at
a slightly steeper, or higher angle, than the angle to the actual impact mark. A second style of
laser is specific to the caliber of the firearm and is housed inside an enclosure that resembles the
dimensions of a cartridge. This style will suffer from less random movement because it is
constrained within the chamber and furthermore since the laser beam must travel down the
barrel, deviation from true is subsequently defined by the bore diameter and barrel length. The
smaller the caliber or longer the barrel, the less deviation is possible before the beam will reflect
off the inside of the bore. The problem encountered with this laser style was the difficulty of
positioning the device in the same orientation within the chamber. Because the chamber must be
slightly larger than the cartridge to allow for loading and unloading, some tolerance is
mandatory, thus allowing the cartridge laser device random movement. For the task for which
the laser was designed, this small movement may be acceptable, but for this project even this
minimal movement caused difficulties. Another style of laser bolts onto the firearm with a
bracket and is secured by screws. This prevents any movement of the laser relative to the
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firearm but by proxy this method of fastening forces the laser to be far less than concentric with
the bore and thus is useless for this project. Admittedly, there is one location where the laser and
the bullet will intersect but that distance is specific and every time the angle was changed for the
project, the distance from the target also changed (i.e. the hypotenuse), so this design was not
amenable to this work. The last laser design, and the type ultimately used for the project, is a
new design that incorporates a magnet in the base of the laser. Instead of the arbor as described
in the first style, this device adheres to the firearm via the magnet’s attraction to the iron-based
barrel. This method of attachment mandates that the muzzle’s crown (the very front of the
barrel) be machined perpendicular to the bore, but slight error can be accommodated via
setscrews in the laser device to adjust the x and y axes. Once the proper angle was determined
with the inclinometer, the firearm was securely fastened to reduce unwanted movement from
recoil and replicate shots were made successfully. Prior experiments have revealed that an
impact angle of three degrees consistently caused a ricochet on many common substrates
(Diaczuk & Hietpas, 2010), including those identified for this project (exploratory ricochet work
on gypsum wallboard, sheet metal, sand, concrete, brick, water, marble, wood, and steel), but
such a shallow angle required the substrate to be at least six to eight feet long. The necessity for
such a long surface arises from the shallow impact angle, which makes a level four foot target,
when approached at only three degrees from the horizontal, appear to have a vertical component
of only just over two inches, making reliable impacts to the center too sporadic and
unpredictable.
Once the lowest impact angle was achieved, it was then increased by discrete intervals
until the substrate was perforated or the bullet began to fail in terms of jacket rupture,
fragmentation, or core separation (i.e. at the critical angle). Once this happened, the impact
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angle was reduced by one degree to more tightly bracket the critical angle as a notable
characteristic of the bullet-substrate-velocity combination.
The second goal of this research was to determine if there is a relationship between the
angle of impact and the degree of deformation of the bullet. For example, if a bullet is recovered
as evidence either from a scene or from a victim’s body, and that bullet has acquired damage
from a potential impact, can an assessment be made of that damage that can be related to the
bullet's angle of impact to a particular substrate? Such a relationship would be of probative
value, leading investigators to the site of a ricochet, or be used to verify or refute statements from
witnesses or from the suspect about the shooting incident.
RIMFIRE CARTRIDGE CUT-AWAY

Figure 13. 22 caliber Long Rifle cartridge with 40 grain lead round nose bullet

Initial work to test experiment design parameters was conducted with 22 caliber long rifle
(22 LR) rimfire ammunition (see figure 13, showing cut-away view of a 22 LR cartridge with
lead round nose bullet). The firearm used was the model 10-22 rifle manufactured by Ruger
Firearms. The model number designates that the firearm is 22 caliber and the magazine can hold
10 cartridges, hence “10-22”. This model fires in semi-automatic mode, which means with every
pull of the trigger the firing pin is released, impacting the chambered cartridge thus initiating the
firing sequence. Once ignited, the recoil of the cartridge forces the breechblock rearwards. This
allows the spent case to be removed from the chamber and a fresh cartridge to be scooped up
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from the magazine (if present) and nudged into the now vacant chamber. The rearward motion
of the breechblock also cocks the internal hammer so when the trigger is pressed again the entire
sequence is repeated. Assuming no malfunctions and with a fully loaded magazine, this can be
done ten times before reloading. Testing experiment parameters does not require rapid fire so
the semi-automatic feature of this firearm was never needed. In fact, for safety concerns, the
magazine was always only loaded with a single cartridge so that once discharged the breechblock
moved forward over an empty magazine and a new cartridge was not present to be chambered.
To further ensure safety during experimentation and subsequent documentation, the breechblock
was locked open after each shot was fired, allowing a visible indication of the unloaded
condition of the firearm. With an empty chamber, breechblock locked open and magazine
removed it was considered safe to be in front of the firearm’s muzzle to record the ricochet
impact site and recover the bullet from the cotton box located down range. The experiment
parameters investigated during these initial tests included the relative positions of the firearm, the
substrate, the witness paper, the bullet collection vessel and the camera, when used (plus the
necessary high intensity light fixtures). Modifications to the methodology were made several
times and a series of experiments were conducted with the 22 caliber LR ammunition and
firearm since it is a common caliber used both in recreational shooting and sport shooting but
most importantly it also appears in criminal activities. Classic 40-grain lead round nose (LRN)
bullets were used, as well as 38-grain hollow point (HP) bullets (for conversion purposes, one
pound consists of 7,000 grains). The 22 LR firearm and ammunition provided a somewhat
economical combination for experimentation but more importantly did not pose insurmountable
hurdles in stable mounting of the firearm for repeated firings nor was bullet recovery too difficult
due to the relatively low kinetic energy of the bullet (less than 100 foot-pounds, as calculated
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using the formula in footnote 3). When fired directly into the cotton box, both the 38-grain
hollow points and the 40-grain lead round nose bullets only traveled to a depth between 18
inches and 24 inches. Both types of bullets were fired directly into the cotton box (although
bullet recovery was not necessary) prior to ricochet experimentation in order to determine the
respective velocities. The 38-grain hollow point cartridges were Remington brand sub sonic line
(the speed of sound is 1125 feet per second at sea level with zero humidity at 20 degrees
Centigrade). Ten shots chronographed at 987 feet per second average velocity with a standard
deviation of 14 feet per second. The 40-grain lead round nose cartridges were CCI brand, also
labeled as sub sonic. Ten shots chronographed at 946 feet per second average velocity with a
standard deviation of 12 feet per second (see table 1 for chronographed velocities. All values
expressed in feet per second). All of the shots fired to determine the average velocity of the
bullets were fired from the same Ruger 10-22 rifle that was used for the ricochet experiments.
The barrel length of the 10-22 used was 16 inches. For consistency, the muzzle was positioned
at three feet from the first screen of the chronograph. If the muzzle is positioned much closer
than three feet from the front of the chronograph, the escaping muzzle gases can “trick” the light
sensor contained therein into “thinking” that the muzzle gases are the bullet, which of course is
completely inaccurate and misleading. In spite of this safeguard, there were occasions when an
error reading was the result instead of a bonafide reading. Such error readings were minimized
by turning off all fluorescent lights, even in the background, and using solely incandescent lamps
for illuminating the sensors5. The 60-cycle flicker inherent in fluorescent light fixtures was
apparently the cause of the error readings because the constant illumination from tungsten
fixtures proved successful and resulted in the velocity data collected.
5

An optional indoor light kit is available for some chronographs which eliminates the flicker caused by ballasted
light fixtures
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Table 1 – 22 LR bullet velocities in feet per second recorded three feet from muzzle

991
953

Hollow Point – Ten replicates
968
977
969
990
974
997
988
1004
Average =986.7
Standard Deviation = 14.3
Lead Round Nose – Ten replicates
938
956
934
943
958
929
960
955
Average = 945.8
Standard Deviation = 11.9

1009
932

Yielding Substrates
SAND
The first ricochet experiments for this project were conducted using sand. A trough was
built from two 2” x 3” lumber four feet long as the sides. They were placed eight inches apart
(as measured from the outside edges) with the ends sealed by two short pieces of 2” x 3” lumber
as well. The bottom was made from a piece of !” thick plywood. Approximately 50 pounds of
commercial building sand, as would be used in mixing concrete (absent the pea gravel or
bluestone), was poured into the trough and leveled off with a trowel to a height equal to the top
edges of the 2” x 3” lumber. The entire trough was leveled in both x and y axes using custom
made supports that allowed independent vertical (i.e. z axis) adjustments. This created a bed of
sand as a target that was 5 inches wide, 4 feet long and 2 ! inches deep. Witness paper was
positioned downrange just ahead of the cotton box to document the bullet impact both in
elevation and deflection. The firearm was secured to the mechanical rest from which it was
accurately fired at the requisite angles, which were determined by the inclinometer reading when
positioned on the barrel. The first shots were optimistically taken at three degrees but they hit
the enclosure in spite of using a laser bore sight to predict the location of bullet impact (which
was supposed to be the middle of the trough). After making an adjustment, a second attempt
resulted in a similar failure with the bullet just grazing the top edge of the end 2 x 3. It became
clear that the impact angle had to be increased so that a more accurate prediction of shot impact
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could be made. At four degrees, the shots fired impacted the sand near to the location predicted
by the laser bore sight and ricocheted into the cotton box after first punching a neat hole in the
witness paper. Each impact dislodged a track of sand approximately 5 to 6 inches long (along
the axis of the bullet path), approximately three inches wide and almost an inch deep (see figures
14 and 15 for displacement of sand from 22 LR bullet impact). In addition, some sand was
displaced outside of the boundary of the trough and onto the floor, which was ultimately
discarded.
SAND DISPLACEMENT 22 CALIBER (top view)

Figure 14. Top view of sand displaced as result of 22 LR bullet impact. Crater begins just before 19 inches
and ends at 25 inches. Location of scale in photo is arbitrary; it does not represent a distance from the muzzle or to
the witness paper
SAND DISPLACEMENT 22 CALIBER (elevation view)

Figure 15. Side view of sand displaced as result of 22 LR bullet impact. Depth of divot is just under an
inch at its deepest point
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After each shot the sand was re-leveled with the trowel so the subsequent bullet fired
would again impact a smooth horizontal surface. The bullets recovered from the cotton box were
severely damaged from their contact with the coarse abrasive sand in spite of the relatively
shallow impact angle. However, the surface of the bullet that did not contact the sand, i.e. the
upper surface, remained essentially undisturbed, with the land and groove areas clearly visible
(see figure 16 showing contact and non-contact sides of two 22 caliber hollow point bullets fired
into sand at 4 degrees). These bullets were still identifiable to the firearm from which they were
fired with the aid of comparison microscopy.
22 CALIBER LONG RIFLE BULLETS

Figure 16. Two 22 caliber LR hollow point bullets fired into sand at 4 degrees. Left bullet shows the
impact side while right bullet shows the side that remained out of the sand

From the impact angle of 4 degrees, ricochet angles were calculated trigonometrically
using the tangent function, as shown in figure 9. The 38-grain hollow point bullets had ricochet
angles that varied from 4 to 12 degrees for the ten shots fired (see table 2 of ricochet angles).
Table 2. Ricochet angles for 22 caliber HP bullets in sand at 4 degrees impact angle

9

12

22 caliber HP – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
10
11
6
4
9
8
Average = 8.2
Standard Deviation = 2.5

7
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This variation is substantial and may be caused by the assortment of sand grain sizes in
the commercial mix. A closer examination of a smaller sample of the sand revealed that grain
sizes varied from less than 90 microns to approximately 10 millimeters (see figure 17 showing
diverse sizes of sand grains present, with millimeter scale). It is possible that this huge range of
sand grain sizes could be responsible for the erratic ricochet angles since, in relation to the bullet,
some sand grains are actually larger than 22 caliber (or about 5.6 mm). Although clearly lacking
the mass of a lead bullet, the larger sand grains could have a more profound affect on the bullet’s
post impact flight path.
SAND GRAINS

Figure 17. Top view of sand showing disparity in grain sizes from sub-millimeter to approximately one
centimeter

The next ten shots at 4 degrees were the 40-grain lead round nose bullets. Resultant
ricochet angles were equally disappointing in terms of the wide distribution, from 5 to 11
degrees. These bullets were damaged in a similar fashion, as were the hollow points but again
the undamaged section of the bearing surface retained sufficient microscopic detail for
identification to the firearm (see figure 18 for comparison micrograph of 22 caliber bullet on left
from the chronograph test and ricocheted bullet from 4 degree sand impact on the right).
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COMPARISON MICROSCOPE IMAGE OF STRIA AGREEMENT, 22 LR

Figure 18. Comparison photomicrograph of two 22 LR bullets. Known, fired directly into cotton box on left, top
surface (non-contact surface) of 4 degree ricochet from sand on right

The critical angle was determined by increasing the impact angle by three-degree
increments until the bullet no longer exited the sand. Then that angle was decreased by onedegree increments until the critical angle was bracketed. It should be noted that there was not
one specific angle at which all ten shots fired resulted in a ricochet that was only one degree
away to achieving all ten shots burying themselves into the sand. At eleven degrees ten shots
fired at the sand all ricocheted and at 15 degrees all ten shots remained in the sand, but at 12, 13
and 14 degrees, some shots ricocheted while some did not (see table 3 of 22 caliber LRN
ricochet angles. “NR” indicates no ricochet took place).
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Table 3. 22 caliber LRN bullet ricochet angles after impact with sand at the impact angles shown

8
15

NR
14
NR
NR

22 caliber LRN – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
7
11
8
5
10
7
7
Average = 7.7
Standard Deviation = 1.8
22 caliber LRN – 11 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
9
11
13
8
10
15
13
11
Average = 11.5
Standard Deviation = 2.4
22 caliber LRN – 12 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
10
7
15
NR
NR
12
9
13
Average = 11.3
Standard Deviation = 2.8
22 caliber LRN – 13 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
10
12
NR
15
Average = 12.8
Standard Deviation = 2.2
22 caliber LRN – 14 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
15
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
22 caliber LRN – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA

8
10

13
NR
NR
NR

With that information, and considering the heterogeneous nature of the sand, the
conclusion is that the critical angle for the 40 grain 22 caliber LR LRN bullet with the stated
velocity is between 12 and 14 degrees. The diversity of ricochet angles in relation to each
impact angle for the 40 grain bullets from sand offer limited information about the impact angle.
There is however a subtle difference in the extent of the damage imparted by the sand grains to
the relatively soft lead bullets that is related to the impact angle. Although generalizations
should be approached with caution in this regard, it is worth noting the difference as seen when
directly comparing bullets fired at different angles (see figure 19 of two 22 LR bullets side by
side to compare the respective impact damage. The right side of each bullet as positioned for the
photograph was the impact side).
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22 CALIBER BULLETS AFTER IMPACT WITH SAND

Figure 19. Two 22 LR lead round nose bullets after ricochet from sand. Left bullet was fired at 4 degrees
while right bullet was fired at 10 degrees. Note specifically the increased damage to the
ogive and nose on the right bullet due to the steeper impact angle

The 38 grain hollow point bullets behaved similarly. The critical angle was again
reached by changing the impact angle incrementally and then bracketing it by one degree for
confirmation. At 16 degrees all ten shots remained in the sand but the impact angle had to be
lowered to ten degrees before all ten shots ricocheted (see table 4 of 22 caliber ricochet angles.
“NR” indicates no ricochet took place).
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Table 4. 22 caliber HP bullet ricochet angles after impact with sand

8
14
NR
14
NR

15
NR

22 caliber HP – 10 degrees – ricochet angles:
8
15
12
9
13
13
12
10
Average = 11.3
Standard Deviation = 2.4
22 caliber HP – 11 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
10
15
13
NR
13
12
9
Average = 12.5
Standard Deviation = 1.8
22 caliber HP – 12 degrees – ricochet angles:
12
NR
NR
NR
16
11
12
10
Average = 12.2
Standard Deviation = 2.3
22 caliber HP – 13 degrees – ricochet angles:
14
NR
10
NR
NR
15
11
NR
Average = 12.8
Standard Deviation = 2.2
22 caliber HP – 14 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
15
12
NR
16
NR
Average = 14.3
Standard Deviation = 2.1
22 caliber HP – 15 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
16
NR
Average = 15.5
Standard Deviation = 0.7
22 caliber HP – 16 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA

13
12
NR
NR
NR

NR
NR

NINE MILLIMETER PARABELLUM CARTRIDGE CUT-AWAY

Figure 20. Cut-away of 9mm Parabellum caliber cartridge with a full metal jacket bullet

With the parameters established using the 22 LR firearm and ammunition, the next step
was to increase the caliber to another commonly encountered size, 9 mm Parabellum (also
known as 9 mm Luger) (see figure 20, showing cut-away view of a 9 mm cartridge with a full
metal jacket bullet). The higher energies associated with this larger caliber necessitated
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considerably more bullet recovery materials, safety measures, resistance to recoil at discharge by
incorporating a stronger and heavier shooting platform for stability, and closer attention to
substrate damage. Two bullet designs were used in the 9 mm Luger class, 115-grain full metal
jacketed (FMJ) and 124-grain jacketed hollow point (JHP), following the same scheme used for
the 22 caliber rimfire experiments. The combination of the foregoing selections for experiments
covered two bullet styles in two common calibers and two common bullet metals, lead round
nose and copper jacketed. These represent a reasonable cross section of available ammunition
frequently encountered in casework. As was the case with the 22 caliber tests, the 9 mm tests
were conducted not with a handgun but with a carbine (a short-barrel rifle). The larger overall
size of the carbine provided more locations to secure the firearm into a stable shooting platform
for accurate and repeated shot placement. Prior attempts by the author to conduct similar
experiments with handguns, using a commercial mechanical rest, invariably resulted in
movement of the firearm, and sometimes the entire shooting platform during recoil,
compromising the data generated. In addition, the longer barrels of the rifle and carbine used
allowed easier placement of the inclinometer, without its base encountering either the front or
rear sights. The 9mm carbine was secured to the mechanical rest and both were held together
and stabilized on a small table with an adjustable strap designed for transporting cargo. To
determine the ability of this system to successfully hold the Ruger PC-9 (police carbine 9 mm), it
was used for collecting the velocity data as was done for the Ruger 10-22 rifle (the choice of two
Ruger firearms was coincidental). The ammunition with the FMJ bullets was fired first. They
were Federal brand, 115 grains. Average velocity through the 16-inch barrel was 1080 feet per
second with a standard deviation of 27 feet per second (see table 5 of chronographed 9mm FMJ
bullet velocities as measured from the Ruger PC-9 carbine. Values are expressed in feet per
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second).
Table 5. Nine millimeter FMJ bullet velocities in feet per second recorded three feet from muzzle

1094

FMJ – Ten replicates
1115
1121
1054
1056
1066
1051
1080
1104
Average =1080.0
Standard Deviation = 26.7

1059

Bullets traveled on average from 3 to 3 ! feet into the cotton, but because the firearm
was secured so well the shots were essentially traveling through the same path into the cotton.
The dislocated cotton allowed bullets that were fired subsequently to travel farther due to the
decreased resistance. This condition also increased the propensity for bullet-to-bullet collisions,
so to prevent this each bullet was removed and the cotton repositioned before a subsequent shot
was discharged. The jacketed hollow point ammunition was Speer brand, Gold Dot line, 124grains, +P. The “+P” indicates that higher pressures are generated at discharge, as well as higher
velocity as compared to standard pressure 9mm ammunition. Velocities chronographed
averaged 1151 feet per second with a standard deviation of 24 feet per second (see table 6 of
chronographed 9mm JHP bullet velocities. Values shown are expressed in feet per second). The
increased pressure and recoil of this ammunition revealed that the table to which the firearm was
secured also needed to be anchored more securely because it was migrating rearward with each
successive shot. This was simply accomplished by placing several concrete blocks, already
purchased for that component of the ricochet work, at each table leg as ballast.
Table 6. Nine millimeter JHP bullet velocities in feet per second recorded three feet from muzzle

1155

JHP – Ten replicates
1138
1187
1129
1143
1178
1119
1151
1180
Average = 1151.2
Standard Deviation = 23.5

1132

An impact angle of 3.0 degrees was attempted again as a starting point for firing the 9
mm bullets, but it was just as difficult to predict the impact location with this system as it was for
the 22 caliber ammunition, so the initial impact angle was raised to 4.0 degrees.
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The 9 mm shots into sand were as erratic as the 22 LR shots. Again the source of the
erratic behavior is attributed to the variation of the sand grain sizes. In spite of the 9 mm bullets
being approximately three times heavier than the 22 LR bullets, they are nonetheless affected. In
fact, as shooting progressed, not only were the ricochets scattered over a wide area according to
the witness paper, but the behavior of the sand was also quite different from shot to shot. In
some instances the witness paper had only an irregular bullet hole from the ricochet, as expected,
but in a few others the witness paper was “peppered” with multiple impacts from sand grains,
some of which traveled even farther to perforate the second piece of witness paper. It was clear
from the high speed photography that the bullet somehow churned up this large amount of
secondary missiles, but exactly why or how remains undetermined. The camera’s field of view
was obscured in every shot taken as a result of the cloud of sand at bullet impact and even more
so from the one shot captured with the camera where the witness paper was peppered with sand
missiles. Besides the obvious variety in sand grain sizes that an incoming bullet can contact
directly upon arrival in the trough, it must also be considered that many sand grains must be
pushed aside as the bullet travels its distance before it is rejected by the sand and begins its
ricochet. These sand grains are then all interacting with each other as they exchange momentum,
some directly in the path of the bullet and others that become airborne. This complexity could
explain the wider spread of ricochet angles for sand as compared to more homogeneous
substrates (see figure 21 and 22 of two JHP bullets fired at the same impact angle of four degrees
but sustaining dramatically different damage). A close examination of the two bullets in the
photograph suggests one possible explanation for the disparity in sand displacement. Note how
the bullet on the left was more deformed, creating a broader frontal surface area to contact the
sand. The bullet on the left was one of the bullets that were associated with the numerous
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secondary missiles in the witness papers. Other 9mm JHP bullets, similarly deformed, also sent
more sand grains hurling through the air, suggesting that the greater nose deformation of the
hollow point design was responsible, or at least a contributing factor to the disparity.
NINE MILLIMETER JACKETED HOLLOW POINT BULLETS

Figure 21, left and figure 22, right, each showing a pair of JHP bullets fired into sand at 4 degrees but with
dramatically different impact damage

After ten shots with the FMJ ammunition, the calculations revealed that a four degree
impact angle resulted in ricochet angles ranging from four degrees to nine degrees. After ten
shots with the JHP ammunition the calculations revealed that a four degree impact angle resulted
in ricochet angles ranging from three degrees to eleven degrees (see table 7 of 9mm ricochet
angles after impact angle of 4 degrees).
Table 7. Nine millimeter bullet ricochet angles from sand at 4 degrees

6
7

9mm FMJ – 4 degrees – ricochet angles:
5
9
6
6
4
7
5
5
Average = 6
Standard Deviation = 1.4
9mm JHP – 4 degrees – ricochet angles:
7
3
5
5
11
8
7
6
Average = 6.5
Standard Deviation = 2.1

7
6

The angles were calculated by approximating the middle of the disrupted sand as the apex
for measuring. With this medium it was not possible to determine exactly either the location
where the bullet first touched the sand or when the bullet last touched the sand. Each impact
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resulted in a divot in the sand that was approximately eight inches long, but the exact perimeter
was a bit ambiguous and it is assumed that the divot represented a space that was always greater
than the distance of direct interaction with the bullet due to the energetic sand displacement (see
figures 23 and 24 for top and side views of sand displacement in trough, respectively).
SAND DISPLACEMENT 9 MM (top view)

Figure 23. Sand displacement from 9 mm GDHP bullet, top view. Divot is roughly bracketed by box of cartridges
on the left and individual cartridge on the right. Scale location is arbitrary but indicates the divot
length to start at 19 1/2” and end at 271/2”, or 8” total

Every time a shot was fired, dozens if not hundreds of sand grains were projected out of
the trough to a distance of about six to eight feet to the left and right of the impact area, requiring
replenishment with fresh sand to maintain the level used for each subsequent shot.
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SAND DISPLACEMENT 9 MM (elevation view)

Figure 24. Sand displacement from 9 mm GDHP bullet, side view. Depth as read from scale is almost 5 cm, or a
little less than 2 inches. Hole in witness paper is visible in background

The next angle tested was seven degrees. Sand at this impact angle proved once again to
result in a huge variety of ricochet angles. Since the consistency of the sand was not changed,
this was no surprise. The range of ricochets was from six to twelve degrees for the FMJ and
from five to 13 for the JHP bullets (see table 8 of 9mm ricochet angles from sand at seven
degrees).
Table 8. Nine millimeter bullet ricochet angles from sand at 7 degrees

6
7

9mm FMJ – 7 degrees – ricochet angles:
8
9
6
6
12
7
10
8
Average = 7.9
Standard Deviation = 2.0
9mm JHP – 7 degrees – ricochet angles:
7
13
10
5
11
8
7
6
Average = 8.0
Standard Deviation = 2.5

7
6

Bullet damage was limited to the area of the bullet that was enveloped by the sand. That
area was scraped free of all microscopic detail. Even the class characteristics were obscured and
some of these became difficult to discern post impact, increasingly so as the critical angle was
reached. However, microscopic detail was still evident on the upper hemisphere of the bullet
and was sufficient to conduct a successful comparison to a known non-ricocheted bullet from the
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same firearm, the Ruger PC- 9 (see figure 25 of impact and non-impact sides of two 9mm bullets
from sand at 4 degrees, and figure 26 comparison micrograph of two 9 mm bullets, known on the
left and post-ricochet on the right).
NINE MILLIMETER FMJ BULLETS FROM SAND

Figure 25. Two 9mm full metal jacket bullets fired into sand at 4 degrees. Left bullet shows the impact side while
right bullet shows the side that did not contact the sand, retaining microscopic details
COMPARISON MICROSCOPE IMAGE OF STRIA AGREEMENT, 9 MM FMJ

Figure 26. Comparison photomicrograph of two 9mm FMJ bullets, known (non-ricochet) on left, 4 degree ricochet
from sand on right (surface of ricochet bullet shown did NOT contact the sand, i.e. the top surface)
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Unfortunately there was little difference between the bullets recovered from the four
degree shots as compared to the bullets recovered from the seven degree shots. Close scrutiny of
the bullets did suggest a subtle difference in bullet damage among the different impact angles,
however. The sand appears to impart its abrasive power almost irrespective of these shallow
angles, but the damage imparted to the brass jacket of the bullet was far less extensive than the
damage to the unjacketed lead bullets fired earlier during the 22 LR tests (see figure 27 of 22 LR
lead bullet and 9mm jacketed bullet. Also visible in the photograph is the appearance of a white
powdery substance on the ogives, especially on the 9mm bullet. This is sand that was pulverized
during the bullet’s interaction with the substrate).
22 LR AND 9 MM BULLETS FROM SAND

Figure 27. Comparison of damage from 4 degree sand impact to 22 LR lead bullet (all details gone) compared to
9mm jacketed bullet (a vestige of the class characteristics are still visible)

Increasing the impact angle to 13 degrees resulted in a dramatic reduction in the exit
velocity of the bullet from the sand. The exiting bullet sent a substantial amount of sand out of
the trough during which the projectile gave up most of its kinetic energy. When the bullet
reached the witness paper just 2 feet from the divot in the sand, it lacked sufficient energy to
perforate the paper. The bullet did posses sufficient energy however to make an indentation in
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the paper so the escape angle could be calculated, which was 14 degrees. Subsequently
increasing the impact angle one degree resulted in the following 7 shots remaining in the sand.
At 15 degrees, all 10 shots fired remained in the sand and at 13 degrees all 10 shots exited the
sand, albeit with minimum energy, similar to the 13 degree set-up shot (see table 9 of 9mm
angles. “NR” indicates no ricochet took place).
Table 9. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from sand for critical angle

14
13
NR
NR
NR
NR

9mm FMJ – 13 degrees – ricochet angles:
15
13
14
11
15
14
10
Average = 13.1
Standard Deviation = 1.8
9mm JHP – 13 degrees – ricochet angles:
10
9
11
16
12
9
11
15
Average = 12
Standard Deviation = 2.4
9mm FMJ – 14 degrees – ricochet angles:
15
NR
NR
NR
12
16
NR
NR
Average = 14.3
Standard Deviation = 2.1
9mm JHP – 14 degrees – ricochet angles:
11
NR
NR
16
NR
NR
13
NR
Average = 14.3
Standard Deviation = 2.8
9mm FMJ – 15 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average =NA
Standard Deviation = NA
9mm JHP – 15 degrees – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average =NA
Standard Deviation = NA
11

14
14
NR
17
NR
NR

The amount of damage to the surface of the bullets that contacted the sand increased as the
impact angle increased from 4 to 7 to 13 degrees (see figures 28 and 29 showing the respective
damage increases in correspondence with the increase in impact angle).
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9 MM FMJ BULLETS FROM SAND AT INCREASING IMPACT ANGLES, side view

Figure 28. Impact side of three full metal jacket bullets fired into sand at 4, 7 and 13 degrees, respectively, from left
to right. As the impact angle increases, so does the damage to the bullet (class characteristics are present on the 4
degree bullet but completely gone on the 13 degree bullet)
9 MM FMJ BULLETS FROM SAND AT INCREASING IMPACT ANGLES, top view

Figure 29. The same three bullets from figure 28, now standing on end to show the extent of surface damage from
impact at the three angles. The greater the impact angle the more extensive the overall damage.
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GYPSUM WALLBOARD
Sheetrock (the trade name owned by United States Gypsum corporation), Drywall or
gypsum wallboard all refer to what is essentially a plaster sandwich whereby the gypsum is held
between two pieces of hard paper for stability and strength. These are modular units, most
commonly available in 4 foot by 8 foot sheets in thicknesses ranging from #” to 5/8ths inch.
Gypsum wallboard is very popular and is commonly found in both residential and commercial
applications. This prevalence in building construction makes gypsum wallboard an ideal
candidate to explore in the study of ricochet phenomena. Based on its construction, gypsum
wallboard is considered a yielding substrate. In comparison to the sand, gypsum wallboard is
much more homogeneous since the gypsum contained therein is a fine powder as observed
microscopically (see figure 30 from Diaczuk & De Forest, 2009).
GYPSUM WALLBOARD POWDER

Figure 30. Photomicrograph of gypsum powder from commercial drywall product (scale in mm)

Additives to the gypsum wallboard for water resistance or mildew resistance do not
introduce particulates to the calcium sulfate base, so “green board” gypsum wallboard designed
for bathrooms has the same consistency as standard white board used in dry areas. For this
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work, !” thick gypsum wallboard was used initially to establish the parameters and then 5/8ths
gypsum wallboard was chosen since it is mandated for commercial fire code applications, thus it
appears frequently in new construction of walls and ceilings.
22 caliber Long Rifle
The challenges for low angle ricochet remain the same for gypsum wallboard. The modular 4’ x
8’ design of gypsum wallboard panels lent itself well to cutting into four foot long pieces. Initial
testing was done with eight inch wide pieces laid directly on a sheet of "” plywood. Unlike
wood, gypsum wallboard does not have a grain direction; the gypsum center is amorphous so
orientation of the 4’ x 8’ sheet for cutting or shooting is not necessary. The shooting parameters
were established with 22 LR caliber ammunition and 1/2” thick gypsum wallboard since the 22
caliber cartridges launch their bullets with much less energy than the 9 mm Parabellum
cartridges. After a few set-up shots the !” gypsum wallboard was elevated to rest upon two
parallel pieces of 2” x 3” lumber that created a void beneath the middle of the gypsum
wallboard’s long axis. This modification more closely simulated an actual installation since
gypsum wallboard is typically fastened to studs on walls or furring strips on ceilings with screws
or nails, both of which result in a hollow area in between the supports.
A five degree impact angle with the Ruger 10-22 resulted in the ricochet marks as seen in
figure 31, with the top two in the photograph made by 38 grain hollow point bullets and the
lower two made by the 40 grain LRN bullets. The same two lot numbers that were used for the
sand shooting were used here as well so it was unnecessary to check their velocities with the
chronograph.
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GYPSUM WALLBOARD AFTER 22 CALIBER BULLET IMPACTS FROM 5 DEGREES

Figure 31. Two shots with 22 LR 38 grain hollow point bullets (top) and two shots with 22 LR 40 grain round nose
bullets (bottom) at 5 degrees impact angle info !” gypsum wallboard. Direction of bullet travel is from left to right

Ten shots in all were fired at five degrees using both the lead round nose and hollow point
ammunition. Their average ricochet angles were slightly less and slightly greater than seven
degrees, respectively (see table 10 of 22 caliber ricochet angles). The witness paper revealed
that all 20 bullets were destabilized at the moment they passed through the paper.
Table 10. 22 caliber ricochet angles after five degree impacts to gypsum wallboard

7
6

22 caliber LRN – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
6
7
6
8
6
8
7
Average = 6.8
Standard Deviation = 0.8
22 caliber HP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
9
9
5
8
9
6
5
9
Average = 7.3
Standard Deviation = 1.7

6
7

A close examination of the bullets from both categories revealed a removal of
microscopic detail from the surfaces that came into contact with the abrasive calcium sulfate. At
this impact angle less than half of the circumference of the bullets was so affected. Unlike the
coarse sand, the gypsum wallboard had a less aggressive affect on the soft lead bullets, leaving a
faint remnant of the rifling’s class characteristics but no individualization could be ascertained
from the surfaces that impacted the gypsum. Association to common origin was however still
possible when comparing land impressions from the non-impact surfaces (see figure 32 of 22
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caliber LRN bullet after ricochet and cotton recovery).
22 CALIBER LRN BULLET AFTER IMPACT WITH GYPSUM WALLBOARD

Figure 32. 22 caliber LRN bullet after 5 degree impact to gypsum wallboard, recovered from cotton box

The critical angle for !” gypsum wallboard was reached by increasing the impact angle
until the bullet perforated the substrate. With the hollow space under the gypsum wallboard,
there was no doubt when the critical angle was reached since the bullet had space to pass through
and not be directed back up and out of the substrate. At an impact angle of 12 degrees, both the
LRN and HP bullets perforated the gypsum wallboard (see table 11 of 22 caliber angles. “NR”
indicates no ricochet took place).
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Table 11. 22 caliber ricochet angles after 7, 11 and 12 degree impacts

9
7
11
12
NR
NR

22 caliber LRN – 7 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
11
8
9
8
10
9
11
Average = 9
Standard Deviation = 1.3
22 caliber HP – 7 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
5
11
9
11
10
9
6
Average = 8.6
Standard Deviation = 2.1
22 caliber LRN – 11 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
11
14
13
12
12
12
14
11
Average = 12.1
Standard Deviation = 1.2
22 caliber HP – 11 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
14
10
12
13
11
15
12
13
Average = 12.7
Standard Deviation = 1.6
22 caliber LRN – 12 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
22 caliber HP – 12 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA

8
10
11
15
NR
NR

A close inspection of the impact sites on the gypsum wallboard revealed damage that
varied commensurate to the impact angles. The shallow angles (four degrees and below) barely
broke the paper and consequently did not manifest themselves with much change in the bullet’s
appearance at all. In fact, if it weren’t for the destabilized flight path as evidenced by the witness
paper, it was not at all apparent from examining the bullet that it came into contact with a foreign
surface and a ricochet even occurred. However, as the impact angle increased the paper was
eventually compressed sufficiently and torn or abraded away, exposing the much more abrasive
calcium sulfate powder. It was not difficult to ascertain the direction of bullet travel in the
gypsum wallboard, whereas it was not possible from the sand. The bullet made a longer lead-in
mark on the entry side of the impact. The entry was also darker than the exit side due to the lead
and barrel deposits carried there and rubbed off of the bullet (see figure 33 of entry and exit of
LRN bullet at 5 degrees impact angle).
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CLOSE-UP OF LEAD WIPE ON GYPSUM WALLBOARD HIT WITH 22 CALIBER BULLET

Figure 33. Bullet path is from left to right, as evidenced by the increased deposition of lead and barrel deposits at
the entry side. Impact angle was 5 degrees for the 22 caliber LRN bullet

As the impact angle was increased, so was the damage to the gypsum wallboard as more
and more of the gypsum filler was disrupted by the bullet’s travel. The average length of the
substrate damage was 8 inches as the critical angle was approached. The width was
approximately # inch but the depth of the furrow showed the most profound difference among
the increasing impact angles. Predicting an exact impact angle solely from substrate damage is
not reliable, however an approximate range can be considered if the bullet-substrate combination
is duplicated and test shots are made and compared to the unknown ricochet mark.
Nine millimeter Parabellum
A width of ten inches for the gypsum wallboard was chosen for the 9 mm shooting and
after only one shot those pieces were screwed to 2 x 3s instead of just being placed on top of the
wood. Without being secured, the piece of gypsum wallboard moved several inches downrange
upon impact, which suggested fastening was in order. Once secured to the wood 2 x 3s the
experiment more closely simulated a field condition since gypsum wallboard would be so
fastened in routine installation, albeit with the studs an average of 16 inches apart, not ten inches.
This experimental set-up would behave with slightly less flex than the typical field condition but
all shots were taken toward the center of the width, which meant that the supports were
approximately five inches from either side of the ricochet mark. Prior experiments (Diaczuk &
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Watkins, 2011) showed that the ricochet angles did not vary whether the bullet impacted in the
center span or on the edge, directly adjacent to a wooden stud. What the location of the impact
did affect was the critical angle, which was greater if the bullet impacted directly over a stud
support. The explanation for the greater critical angle is because the bullet was not allowed to
exit the bottom of the gypsum wallboard due to the wood and thus was in effect a new substrate
distinctly different from the gypsum wallboard alone (see table 12 of 9mm angles from gypsum
wallboard).
Table 12. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from gypsum wallboard at four degrees

5
8

9mm FMJ – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
6
6
6
5
7
7
5
Average = 5.7
Standard Deviation = 0.9
9mm JHP – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
7
8
4
5
8
7
4
Average = 6.6
Standard Deviation = 1.6

6
7

The 9 mm bullets recovered from the cotton box after a 5 degree impact angle were in
good condition and undeformed. A slight burnishing was obvious on the section of the
circumference that was abraded by the calcium sulfate, making individualization problematic.
The new markings on the bullet were easily distinguished from the rifling imparted by its
passage through the barrel because they were imparted to the jacket in a different orientation and
pitch. Furthermore, careful observation revealed that these post-discharge marks extended
beyond the bearing surface and into the ogive, confirming they were not made by the barrel (see
figure 34 of impact side of 9 mm FMJ bullet after traveling several inches in gypsum wallboard
before exiting).
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9MM FMJ BULLET AFTER IMPACT WITH GYPSUM WALLBOARD

Figure 34. 9mm FMJ bullet after ricochet from gypsum wallboard at 5 degrees. Impact surface was burnished from
the experience with the abrasive gypsum powder. Class characteristics are still obvious but individualizing marks
were compromised

The damage to the gypsum wallboard caused by the bullet was clearly asymmetric from
end to end. This asymmetry revealed characteristic indications of which was the entry side and
which was the exit side of the ten-inch long gouge. The entry side showed a distinct lead-in
mark from the deposition of surface materials as a result of the bullet wiping past, whereas the
exit side showed no such mark but instead just exhibited torn paper and displaced gypsum (see
figure 35 of two 9mm impacts to 5/8ths gypsum wallboard at five degrees).
GYPSUM WALLBOARD HIT WITH 9MM BULLETS

Figure 35. Gypsum wallboard with two ricochet marks from 9 mm bullets at five degree impact angles. Top mark
made by JHP bullet, bottom mark made by FMJ bullet
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Ricochet angles for ten shots at five degrees from 5/8ths gypsum wallboard using 9 mm
FMJ bullets were consistently greater than the impact angle. The same was true for the JHP
bullets but the spread was slightly greater (see table 13 of 9mm ricochet angles).
Table 13. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from gypsum wallboard at 5 degrees

6
9

9mm FMJ – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
6
9
8
8
7
6
Average = 7.1
Standard Deviation = 1.0
9mm JHP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
8
8
8
5
9
9
7
Average = 7.7
Standard Deviation = 1.3
7

7
7

A surprising consequence of this angle of impact on the gypsum wallboard was the
concurrent damage to the back face as the bullet traveled through the center of the gypsum but
without perforating and exiting from the back. The back paper was torn, probably by the force
applied by the gypsum being pushed out of the way by the bullet (see figure 36 of the back of the
piece of gypsum wallboard with the damage due to the bullet entering and exiting from the same
side, i.e. the side not shown).
DAMAGE TO BACK OF GYPSUM WALLBOARD AFTER RICOCHET

Figure 36. Damage to back paper of gypsum wallboard from 9 mm bullet at five degree impact angle to opposite
side

As the impact angle was increased to determine the critical angle, the damage to the
gypsum wallboard, both front and back, also increased. The gash created by the bullet’s passage
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not only became longer, but it also began to curve in the direction of the bullet’s rotation from
the rifling. These shots, approaching the critical angle, created such extensive damage that from
afar they no longer had the appearance of being made by a bullet but instead could be confused
with a non-ballistic event, such as a gash from a hatchet or a fireplace poker (see figure 37 of
gypsum wallboard with maximum damage at the critical angle, 7.5 degrees top and 8 degrees
bottom, both made by FMJ bullets).
GYPSUM WALLBOARD DAMAGE FROM 9MM BULLETS AT CRITICAL ANGLE

Figure 37. Extensive damage to gypsum drywall at critical angle for 9mm FMJ bullets tested. Top mark caused by
bullet approaching at 7.5 degrees, bottom approach was 8 degrees.

The critical angle for 5/8ths type X gypsum wallboard with the 9 mm FMJ bullet was
determined to be between 7.5 and 8 degrees (see table 14 of ricochet angles. “NR” indicates no
ricochet took place). The same resulted for the JHP bullet, the only difference being the
relatively larger amount of trace evidence transferred to the bullet. Captured by the cavity in the
bullet’s nose, in spite of the deformation and typical imploding of the structurally weakened
ogive, the hollow point was packed with gypsum powder and some paper fibers (see figure 38 of
9mm JHP bullet nose, the cavity packed with gypsum powder and characteristically deformed
from impact).
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JHP BULLET NOSE CLOGGED WITH GYPSUM POWDER

Figure 38. Deformed but still recognizable cavity in the 9mm JHP bullet clogged with gypsum powder from
perforation of gypsum wallboard at the critical angle of eight degrees
Table 14. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from gypsum powder at 7, 7.5 and 8 degrees

9
12
8
9
NR
NR

9mm FMJ – 7 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
11
9
9
8
11
9
Average = 9.2
Standard Deviation = 1.0
9mm JHP – 7 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
11
7
8
8
10
10
12
10
Average =
Standard Deviation =
9mm FMJ – 7.5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
10
10
9
9
10
8
11
9
Average = 9.9
Standard Deviation = 1.7
9mm JHP – 7.5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
11
13
8
12
12
11
9
9
Average = 9.5
Standard Deviation = 1.1
9mm FMJ – 8 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
9mm JHP – 8 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
9

9
11
11
10
NR
NR
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SHEET METAL
22 caliber Long Rifle
The next yielding substrate to be tested was sheet metal. A thickness frequently used in
the automotive industry for motor vehicle bodies is 22 gauge, which represents a commonly
encountered target material for bullets (Diaczuk & Hietpas 2010b, Haag 2006). Based upon
prior research shooting at 22 gauge sheet metal with several calibers, not all 22 caliber long rifle
ammunition will perforate 22 gauge sheet metal, even at 90 degrees, the optimal angle for
success. Therefore, 22 caliber testing for this project was done with 26 gauge sheet metal,
whereas the 9 mm testing was done with the 22 gauge sheet metal, simulating automobile bodies.
Recalling the issue with the unsecured gypsum wallboard moving on impact, the sheet metal was
fastened before the first shot was discharged. Unlike the gypsum wallboard however, instead of
using screws for fastening, the sheet metal was secured to two wooden supports using clamps.
This system provided expedited changes of substrate samples once they became too “busy” with
ricochet marks and also created a void beneath the ricochet impact area. In this way, the sample
was acting similar to an automobile body where most of the area behind the sheet metal is
hollow, being supported only minimally by structural members to the frame or chassis.
Setting up the sheet metal and firearm in preparation for shooting presented an easy
method to document the centerline of the witness paper in relation to a straight line projected
from the barrel. Because of the reflective nature of the sheet metal, when the laser was used to
predict the location of bullet impact, the beam was reflected onto the witness paper. This
location was easily marked on the witness paper to assess the deflection angle in addition to the
ricochet angle (see figure 39 showing the laser light on the sheet metal and being reflected from
its surface onto the witness paper as a vertical line). Since the sheet metal was leveled in both
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the x and y axes in relation to the firearm, and the frame holding the witness paper was parallel
to the surface normal of the sheet metal, the line reflected onto the paper was considered a fair
and accurate representation.
LASER REFECTING OFF SHEET METAL

Figure 39. Set-up for determining ricochet and deflection angles for sheet metal target. Note laser line being
reflected by sheet metal surface onto witness paper. Gold object in forefront is the battery compartment of the laser
aiming device. It is being held in place magnetically to the firearm’s muzzle

Initial testing with the 22 LR ammunition at five degrees revealed that the bullets sustain
sufficient damage to the surface that contacts the sheet metal to render microscopy on that side
useless. The soft lead is flattened but the bullet nevertheless ricochets at an angle greater than
the impact angle. The metal stretches and deflects downward leaving a noticeable mark in the
direction of travel of the bullet. At shallow angles (less than four degrees from the horizontal)
the metal remained intact, i.e. unbroken, but as the angle increased the metal failed, always
tearing at the far end of the impact mark. This consistency allows reliable assessment of the
direction of bullet travel, with the lead-in mark at the initial contact of the bullet with the surface
and the tear at the exit of the bullet. This behavior of the metal may be the cause of the high
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ricochet angles achieved by bullets exiting the surface; the combined elastic and plastic
deformation seems to create a ramp in front of the bullet that directs its path upwards (see figure
40 of 22 caliber LRN bullet at five degree impact angle).
SHEET METAL HIT WITH 22 CALIBER BULLET AT 5 DEGREES

Figure 40. 22 caliber LRN bullet at 5 degrees impact angle. Lead-in mark in sheet metal at left is characteristic of
first contact. Responsible bullet was recovered and is shown just to the right of metal deformation

The bullet sustains concomitant damage to its bearing surface and ogive at the contact
areas with the substrate but there is an area of the bullet that does not come into contact with the
metal that remains suitable for comparison microscopy. As the critical angle was approached,
the ricochet mark became shorter and wider, with the tear in the metal becoming more dramatic
and deeper as well. These tests were performed on unpainted galvanized metal, yet in spite of
the absence of paint and the characteristic “pinch point” created by its presence (recall figure 4),
it remained straightforward to determine bullet direction because of the obvious lead-in mark.
Unlike the prior shooting into sand and gypsum wallboard, where the bullet remained intact and
almost retained its original dimensions, as the critical angle in sheet metal was approached the
bullet was severed into two unequal pieces. The larger of the two pieces invariably incorporated
the front of the bullet while the lesser piece always included the base. The first evidence of
bullet break-up had both pieces launched upward and perforating the witness paper but just
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before the critical angle was achieved the smaller back piece was projected downward through
the tear in the metal. See table 15 of impact and ricochet angles of 22 caliber bullets.
Table 15. 22 caliber ricochet angles from sheet metal

7
9
11
10
NR
NR

22 caliber LRN – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
6
7
5
8
7
7
8
Average = 6.8
Standard Deviation = 0.9
22 caliber HP – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
8
8
9
7
8
7
6
Average = 7.8
Standard Deviation = 0.9
22 caliber LRN – 9 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
12
11
13
9
10
10
12
13
Average = 11.3
Standard Deviation = 1.3
22 caliber HP – 9 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
14
14
12
11
9
12
11
14
Average = 12.0
Standard Deviation = 1.8
22 caliber LRN – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
22 caliber HP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA

7
8
12
13
NR
NR

Once this stage of bullet deformation occurred, microscopical characteristics became
increasingly difficult to ascertain, with the back piece being totally deformed, sometimes not
retaining any of the original characteristics of a bullet, and the front piece only minimally
recognizable by class characteristics (see figure 41 of 22 caliber LRN bullet at 10 degrees impact
angle).
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SHEET METAL AT CRITICAL ANGLE FOR 22 CALIBER BULLET

Figure 41. 22 caliber LRN bullet after ricochet and damage to sheet metal. Bullet direction is left to right

Nine millimeter Parabellum
The nine millimeter shooting experiments introduced additional trauma to the sheet
metal, which suggested the need for a more substantial clamping scheme. Vibrations generated
by the bullet’s impact managed to dislodge all but the most secure clamps. Images captured with
the high-speed camera revealed the undulations of the unsupported metal between the clamps,
which suggested the solution. A reinforcing method using a steel angle along both sides of the
long axis was used. This distributed the force of the clamps over a greater area, which
effectively minimized the undulations, allowing shooting and data collection to resume. Figure
42 shows sheet metal being held securely in place with clamps and angles. Laser light is being
reflected from metal surface onto witness paper to locate centerline. Speer JHP cartridge on box
in background serves as documentation and signifies the shot to be taken next.
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LASER REFECTING OFF SHEET METAL AFTER REINFORCEMENT

Figure 42. Sheet metal vibrations were minimized by spreading clamping force with steel angles along the sides of
the substrate. Laser light is being reflected from metal onto paper

The four degree impact angle resulted in an average seven degree ricochet angle for the
FMJ bullets. The damage to the bullet at the contact area was asymmetrical and clearly showed
that the bullet was rotating about its axis while it was in contact with the sheet metal. The
damaged area was similar to a flattened helical strip that began at the ogive and continued back
to the base, marking almost 180 degrees of the bullet’s circumference (see figure 43 of 9mm
FMJ bullet showing damage from impact with sheet metal).
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INTACT 9 MM FMJ BULLET AFTER HITTING SHEET METAL

Figure 43. Nine millimeter FMJ bullet damage from four degree impact with sheet metal

The sheet metal was only minimally disturbed, with just a stretching action that created a
shallow furrow about three to four inches long without tearing through the surface. Both the
JHP and FMJ bullets made similar markings and had similar ricochet angles (see table 16 of
9mm ricochet angles). In fact the two were indistinguishable at this low angle, possibly because
the part of the bullets that come into contact with the metal is very similar.
Table 16. Nine millimeter ricochet angles

6
7

9mm FMJ – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
8
8
6
6
7
7
Average = 6.7
Standard Deviation = 0.8
9mm JHP – 4 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
9
6
6
8
8
9
7
Average = 7.5
Standard Deviation = 1.1
7

6
8

Increasing the angle just one degree had a profound affect on both the substrate and the
bullet. At five degrees the metal failed shortly after the bullet’s initial impact, tearing a hole in
the metal just before the bullet departed the surface. This tear must have presented a sharp edge
near the base of the bullet because at this angle the bullet was severed right at the base. The
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overall bullet shape was altered due to the force of the impact, creating a flattened oval shape
from what was originally an intact bullet (see figure 44 of 9mm FMJ bullet and fragment broken
off of its base after 5 degree impact). Nevertheless, the side of the bullet that did not contact the
metal (the upper hemisphere) retained class and individual characteristics amenable to
comparison microscopy.
BROKEN 9 MM BULLET AFTER HITTING SHEET METAL

Figure 44. Nine millimeter FMJ bullet after five degree impact with sheet metal

An examination of the impact area after four and five degree test-shots revealed readily
visible class characteristics impressed into the surface. These were seen throughout the mark for
the four degree shot and at the entry side of the mark until the sheet metal failed for the five
degree shot (see figure 45 of four degree impact [lower] and five degree impact [upper]).
Although subtle, the low impact mark is asymmetric and thus can be used to determine direction
of bullet travel if examined carefully. As the critical angle was approached, the mark became
increasingly asymmetric, allowing straightforward determination of bullet travel direction.
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SHEET METAL HIT WITH 9 MM BULLETS

Figure 45. 9mm FMJ bullet damage to sheet metal. Five degree (top) and four degree (bottom) impacts
reveal rifling class characteristics impressed into the surface from the bullet

When the critical angle was reached, both the bullet damage and the substrate damage
increased. Instead of only breaking into two pieces, at the critical angle the bullet fragmented
into two large and several small pieces. Most of these pieces ricocheted achieving an angle
greater than the impact angle and they also deflected to the right of the centerline on the witness
paper (see figure 46 of 9 mm FMJ bullet after 6 degree impact angle). Only the hole made in the
witness paper by the largest bullet fragment was used for the ricochet and deflection angle
calculations. The numerous smaller perforations in the paper were erratic and unpredictable.
There is also a likelihood that some contribution of secondary missiles came from the substrate
since the sheet metal gets torn violently at the critical angle. When the metal fails, small pieces
may be broken off and carried the short distance to the witness paper. These very small pieces
do not present a threat in practical circumstances because their energy is insufficient to allow
them to overcome the resistance of air beyond a few feet from their displacement.
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WITNESS PAPER AFTER BULLET RICOCHET OFF SHEET METAL

Figure 46. Six degree ricochet of 9 mm FMJ bullet. Hole in witness paper confirms its deformation into a flattened
shape. Although bulk of bullet rebounded off of sheet metal to perforate witness paper, the severed piece from its
base went into the impact hole and remained underneath the metal

The critical angle for this substrate was determined to be five degrees. Ten shots at five
degrees produced successful ricochets. Increasing the impact angle just a half-degree caused the
smaller fragment to remain under the sheet metal. Increasing the impact angle to six degrees
resulted in the bulk of the bullet perforating the substrate. A few small secondary missiles,
which were later determined by microscopy to be a combination of bullet fragments and
substrate fragments, had sufficient energy to reach the paper (see table 17 of angles. “NR”
indicates that a traditional ricochet, incorporating the bulk of the bullet, did not occur). A few
small fragment perforations in the witness paper were not considered a ricochet.
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Table 17. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from sheet metal

9

9mm FMJ – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
8
8
9
7
8
7
Average = 7.5
Standard Deviation = 1.1
9mm JHP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
9
9
10
7
7
8
8
8
Average = 7.8
Standard Deviation = 1.3
9mm FMJ – 6 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
9mm JHP – 6 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
Average = NA
Standard Deviation = NA
6

6
NR
NR

7
6
NR
NR

Unyielding Substrates
STEEL
Steel was chosen as the first unyielding substrate to test as it would be unforgiving in
terms of bullet impact. The steel plate was !” thick, six inches wide and two feet long, ASTM
type A-36. The “A-36” designation signifies that the carbon content is less than 0.3%, making
this a mild, low carbon steel. Nevertheless, in comparison to the task at hand, it is far stronger
than any substrate fired upon thus far and as such resisted all shots fired at it without any
perceptible deformation. Steel plate was considered the standard for unyielding substrates
during this series of experiments due to its combination of hardness and thickness. This type of
steel is formed by a hot rolling process that results in a dark coating on the surface of the steel.
The dark color provided better contrast for photography than if cold rolled steel was used with its
inherent shiny metallic finish, which is highly reflective.
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22 caliber Long Rifle
Weighing approximately 20 pounds, the sheer weight of the steel plate alone was
sufficient to resist movement when fired upon with the 22 caliber ammunition. The challenge
was hitting the shorter length of this substrate since the prior materials were twice as long.
Consequently, shooting began at the steeper angles to determine the critical angle as opposed to
what was done prior – that is, approaching the critical angle from shallow firing. At 45 degrees
the bullets broke apart into many pieces with only a few of the larger pieces being recovered.
The impact location did leave a visible mark to record the event (see figure 47 of 45 degree
impact of 22 LRN to steel plate). Lead splash on plate was indicative of the direction the bullet
was traveling, as indicated by crime scene marker in photo.
STEEL PLATE AFTER 22 CALIBER IMPACT AT 45 DEGREES

Figure 47. Impact of 22 caliber bullet on steel plate at 45 degrees results in failure of bullet, with larger
fragments positioned on left side of photo. Bullet direction is from right to left and this is obvious from examining
the steel plate with the naked eye and even more evident if examined with stereomicroscopy.

The aggregate weight of the four large fragments recovered was only 29.5 grains, which
means approximately 10.5 grains of the bullet were not recovered due to their small size. This
was evidenced by the witness paper placed within inches of the impact point, which was
practically shredded from the numerous small fragments generated by the bullet’s steep impact
angle (see figure 48 of the steel plate in foreground and witness paper with considerable damage
from bullet fragments in background).
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BULLET FRAGMENTATION FROM STEEL PLATE AT 45 DEGREES

Figure 48. Forty-five degree impact angle for 22 caliber LRN bullet and resulting damage to witness paper from
fragmentation after impact

A considerable reduction in impact angle was suggested by the catastrophic failure and
resultant fragmentation of the bullet at an impact angle of 45 degrees. The next angle tested was
15 degrees. After impact with the steel plate, the bullet was considerably deformed, i.e. flattened
and widened. Figure 49 shows the deformed bullet from the 15 degree experiment.
Immediately to the right of the bullet is the mark it made on the steel, which can also be seen
more closely in figure 50. This mark was considerably longer and narrower than the mark made
by the 45 degree ricochet. The deformed bullet was only marginally recognizable as a bullet.
Recognition was possible in this case mostly because of the distinctive cannelure present on this
brand of ammunition. If a cannelure was not a part of the original design, the small disc of lead
created by the impact could easily be mistaken for something of a non-ballistic origin.
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STEEL PLATE AFTER 22 CALIBER IMPACT AT 15 DEGREES

Figure 49. 22 caliber LRN bullet after 15 degree impact with steel plate.

Figure 50. A closer look at the mark on the steel made by 22 caliber LRN bullet. Direction of travel is from right to
left

At the 15 degree impact angle the bullet retained 90% of its mass post-ricochet. This
suggested that a slight decrease in angle would reveal the critical angle based on the definition
used for this project: 95% retained weight post-ricochet. This criterion was met using a 14
degree impact angle. In an average of 10 trials, 14 degrees was deemed the critical angle for the
40 grain LRN bullet. Continuing to use the same definition from the prior experiments, the 38
grain hollow point bullet failed to meet the retained weight criterion until the angle was reduced
to 12 degrees, where the average weight of 10 bullets recovered was 36 grains post ricochet.
In stark contrast to the yielding substrates tested earlier, this epitome of an unyielding
surface resulted in ricochet angles that were consistently less than the impact angles. This was
true for all angles used during the experiments and for both types of bullets (see table 18 of
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ricochet angles for the respective critical angles of the two bullet types).
Table 18. 22 caliber ricochet angles from steel

5
6

22 cal LRN – 14 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
6
5
7
6
7
6
8
Average = 6.5
Standard Deviation = 1.1
22 cal HP – 12 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
8
7
8
6
6
8
6
Average = 6.8
Standard Deviation = 0.9

7
7

Nine millimeter Parabellum
The same logic that was applied to the 22 caliber testing was used for the 9 mm testing
that is to begin with steeper angles because of the comparatively shorter substrate length and
consequent need for greater precision in shot placement. The first angle examined was 25
degrees. At this angle both the FMJ and JHP bullets broke up into several fragments, a large
“parent” piece that retained approximately half to " of the original mass, and between five to ten
smaller pieces representing the balance of the lost mass. The hollow point bullets were
responsible for the greater amount of fragments generated, probably due to their design. Since
the critical angle for the 22 caliber ammunition was just shy of 15 degrees, this was the next
angle examined. A 15 degree impact angle for the FMJ bullet resulted in a successful ricochet
with the bullet remaining intact and retaining almost all of its original mass. The jacket did fail
on the side of the bullet that came into contact with the steel plate, which exposed the lead core.
A considerable deformation of the bullet’s shape took place as evidenced by the photograph in
figure 51 showing the side of the bullet that contacted the steel plate. In spite of being deformed,
and the side of the bullet that came into contact with the steel became totally flattened, the class
characteristics survived the experience as can be seen in figure 52. Individual characteristics
have survived as well but care must be exercised when doing comparison microscopy on such a
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specimen to avoid spending time on areas of the bearing surface that were stretched or
compressed.
NINE MILLIMETER BULLET AFTER HITTING STEEL

Figure 51 (Left). 9mm FMJ bullet after ricochet from steel plate at 15 degree impact angle
Figure 52 (Right). Reverse side of the same bullet that appears in fig 51 to show class characteristics have
survived the ricochet.

Of equal interest was the ricochet mark made by the bullet on the steel plate. The mark
was oval with the long axis parallel to the direction of bullet travel. Direction of bullet travel
was apparent by the asymmetry of the mark. The entry side displayed a clear and abrupt
deposition of jacket material whereas the exit side was decidedly less abrupt, almost akin to
brush strokes made as the bullet gradually lifted off of the surface. This transfer of jacket
material from the bullet to the substrate becomes apparent in figure 53, with the direction of
travel from left to right.
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RICOCHET MARKS ON STEEL PLATE

Figure 53. Steel plate with marks made by two 9mm FMJ bullets at 15 degrees. Direction of travel is left to
right. Note clear definition of entry on left with the marks becoming increasingly faint toward exit on right

The JHP bullets lost more than 5 % of their mass at a 15 degree impact angle but at 14
degrees they retained 95% of their original mass so this was considered to be their critical angle.
Returning to FMJ bullets, ten degrees was the next angle studied, which produced a ricochet that
did not tear through the jacket in any of the ten bullets from this series of experiments (an
example is shown in figure 54). The overall damage to the bullet was visibly less than the
damage sustained by those fired at 15 degrees. Not only were the class characteristics just as
obvious, if not more so, but with less compression and stretching of the jacket on the non-contact
side, the microscopical characteristics had a better chance of survival. An assessment of the
surface of the bullet that came into contact with the steel revealed numerous shallow linear
striations essentially parallel to the long axis of the bullet, suggesting the bullet was relatively
stable upon impact (also visible in figure 54). Bullet impacts after destabilization will have these
post-discharge striations off axis, affording useful information for shooting reconstruction
(Diaczuk & Hietpas 2011).
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NINE MILLIMETER FMJ BULLET AFTER TEN DEGREE IMPACT WITH STEEL

Figure 54. 9mm bullet after 10 degree ricochet off steel plate. Note striations on newly formed flat jacket
surface created by bullet impact deformation

Five degree impacts revealed a similar decrease in bullet deformation as compared to the
ten degree and 15 degree examples, respectively. This offers a useful method to assess and
bracket the impact angle when a bullet is recovered but the impact mark is not available for
examination. Contrasting the three impact angles by positioning the test-fired bullets side-byside increases the visual impact of the difference, as seen in figure 55. The respective damage to
the bullets is directly proportional to the energy transferred at the three impact angles
represented, 5, 10 and 15 degrees6. As the impact angle increased, the kinetic energy transfer
increased and thus the damage to the bullet increased. If the impact angle continues to increase,
eventually the bullet will fail, causing fragmentation. The culmination of bullet failure is of
course reached at 90 degrees (orthogonal to the substrate surface), when the kinetic energy
transfer is maximum and the resulting fragments are both most numerous and smallest.
6

Velocities were recorded by positioning a chronograph in both the pre and post ricochet areas
to assess the velocity loss due to interaction with the substrate. The limited data collected during
these and prior experiments (Diaczuk & Hietpas, 2010b) revealed that the velocity loss (ergo the
kinetic energy loss) was profoundly dependent upon impact angle and substrate. Secondary
consideration was given to bullet construction and initial velocity
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THREE 9 MM FMJ BULLETS FROM STEEL (front view)

Figure 55. Top view comparison of three 9mm bullets after impacting steel plate, at 5, 10 and 15 degrees as seen
from left to right. Note increasing deformation to bullet as impact angle increases, as does kinetic energy transfer
between the bullet and the substrate

The damage to the bullet at different impact angles is also apparent when the same bullets shown
in figure 55 are rotated on their sides as in figure 56. The profile view describes an angle that is
commensurate with the impact angle when observed in relation to the bearing surface on the
opposite side.
THREE 9 MM FMJ BULLETS FROM STEEL (side view)

Figure 56. Side view comparison of same three 9mm FMJ bullets after impacting steel plate, at 5, 10 and 15 degrees
as seen from left to right

Recalling figure 53 of the 15 degree impact marks on the steel plate, and given the
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damage to the bullet varies with the impact angle, it would be informative to evaluate marks left
by bullets corresponding to specific angles. Unfortunately, the hot rolled steel provides little
contrast to examine and compare marks. To increase the visibility and contrast between the
bullet mark and the plate, a coat of paint was applied to the plate and allowed to dry before
proceeding. Five, ten and 15 degree FMJ impacts to the painted steel plate revealed observable
differences among the three angles, with the general shape narrow and elongated at the low
(acute) impact angle, five degrees in this example, becoming wider and rounder at the higher
impact angle, 15 degrees in this example. Figures 57, 58, and 59 show five, ten, and 15 degree
impact marks on painted steel plate, with bullet direction of travel from left to right in all three
examples. Also visible on the painted steel surface is the asymmetry of the impact mark toward
the exiting end, most obvious on the five and ten degree experiments. When considered from the
travel direction of the bullet, the marks are longer on the right hand side. This elongation
corresponds to the twist direction of the barrel. Since the PC-9 was manufactured with a right
twist, the bullet is rotating clockwise when it reaches the surface of the plate. As it continues to
rotate during the exchange of energy with the steel plate, the now flattened surface of the bullet
touches the plate last on its right side, causing the asymmetrical elongation of the mark. This
phenomenon is called the “Chisum trail”, after criminalist Jerry Chisum (personal
communication Jerry Chisum, CAC meeting, October 2011) who is attributed with being the first
person to document it in the United States.
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STEEL PLATE AFTER FIVE DEGREE RICOCHET

Figure 57. Impact mark from 9mm FMJ bullet at five degree impact angle traveling from left to right
STEEL PLATE AFTER TEN DEGREE RICOCHET

Figure 58. Impact mark from 9mm FMJ bullet at ten degree impact angle traveling from left to right
STEEL PLATE AFTER 15 DEGREE RICOCHET

Figure 59. Impact mark from 9mm FMJ bullet at 15 degree impact angle traveling from left to right

Although this research doesn’t involve analyzing angles beyond the critical angle, it is
interesting to note that during the initial experiments to determine the critical angles for the two
styles of 22 caliber bullets and the two styles of 9 mm bullets, the Chisum trail was less
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pronounced as the angle increased.
The Jacketed HP bullets behaved very similar to the FMJ bullets with respect to the steel
plate experiments. Critical angle, bullet deformation, impact marks and ricochet angles between
the FMJ bullets and the JHP bullets were indistinguishable, in spite of the difference between the
bullet structures. As an aside, the disparity between the FMJ and JHP ammunition tested did
increase substantially during the critical angle determination, when the JHP bullets were
breaking into smaller, more numerous fragments.
Table 19. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from steel

2
4

4
5

6
8

9mm FMJ – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
4
3
3
2
2
3
3
Average = 2.8
Standard Deviation = 0.6
9mm JHP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
2
4
2
2
2
3
3
3
Average = 2.7
Standard Deviation = 0.8
9mm FMJ – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
6
5
6
4
6
6
5
Average = 5.1
Standard Deviation = 0.9
9mm HP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
5
4
4
4
6
6
5
4
Average = 4.8
Standard Deviation = 0.8
9mm FMJ – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
7
5
8
4
6
8
Average = 6.4
Standard Deviation = 1.3
9mm JHP – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
8
9
5
5
6
7
8
Average = 6.7
Standard Deviation = 1.5
6

3
2

5
5

6
5
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CONCRETE BLOCK
The solid concrete block used for this component of the research was commercially
available and is commonly used for standard paving or building applications. It is modular in
design and although it differs from poured concrete typically used for sidewalks, its modular
design and mass production suggests uniformity not attainable in small batched concrete
samples. The modular design did however present a practical limitation for its use as a target
due to its relatively short length of 18 inches. Consequently, experiments began with a steep setup angle for the Ruger 10-22 to determine the critical angle.
22 caliber Long Rifle
Initial test shots to determine the critical angle were conducted at 15 degrees. At 15
degrees impact angle the LRN bullet sustained considerable damage from the rough, abrasive
surface of the concrete block but nevertheless retained 95% of its weight. At 16 degrees
however the damage sustained by the bullet included a loss in its weight sufficient to qualify this
angle as having reached the critical angle. The hollow point bullets behaved similarly, being
severely abraded during their interaction with the rough surface of the concrete block. Unlike
the prior impacts with the steel plates where post-impact weight loss was due to fragmentation of
the bullet, with concrete block the weight losses at the critical angles were due to bullet mass
being removed by, and left behind in, the rough surface. This conclusion was reached because
the witness paper showed no signs of perforating bullet fragments. As the critical angles were
confirmed by repeated firings at 16 degrees, the ricochet angles varied more than expected. A
close examination of the concrete block surface suggested a possible explanation. By virtue of
the constituents of concrete there must be some degree of heterogeneity in the finished product.
The bullet can interact with any combination of the cement, sand or the small “pea gravel” used
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to manufacture concrete blocks. The formula for concrete includes water to initiate the reaction
but water is not considered a threat to an incoming bullet (Insley & Frechette 1955). The pea
gravel is the least forgiving of the three components and thus has a profound effect on the
comparatively small 22 caliber bullet if struck by one. In spite of its relatively small size and
being much softer than the concrete block, close examination of the impact sites revealed a
disruption of the surface as compared to the adjacent non-impacted area. With this realization,
after every shot the block was moved relative to the firearm so subsequent impacts would not
overlap, i.e. each bullet fired impacted virgin concrete.
CONCETE BLOCK AND 22 CALIBER BULLETS AT 15 DGREES

Figure 60. Impact with concrete block at 15 degrees. Bullet direction is from left to right. Bullets that
made the impacts shown are located to the exit side of the marks. Top bullet is LRN, bottom bullet is HP

The next angle test fired was 10 degrees. The area of the bullet that contacted the
concrete was abraded by its rough surface. Overall bullet deformation was similar to steel
impact at ten degrees but the concrete produced notably coarser striations, whereas much finer
striations were visible on those bullets that were ricocheted off of steel plate. Five degree impact
angle ricochets merely flattened and removed a small oval on the surface of the bullet was the
result of abrasion from the concrete. A side-by-side comparison of relative bullet damage can be
seen in figure 61, showing increasing damage at (from left to right) five, ten and 15 degrees to 22
caliber LRN bullets (top row), and HP bullets (bottom row).
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22 CALIBER BULLETS AFTER HITTING CONCRETE BLOCK AT INCREASING ANGLES

Figure 61. Impact areas on 22 caliber bullets from concrete at five, ten and 15 degree impact angles, from
left to right. LRN bullets in top row, HP bullets in bottom row

While the ricochet angles off of steel plate were quite similar and clustered around two to
three degrees regardless of the impact angles tested, such was not the case with the concrete
block. Although the five and ten degree angles produced low ricochet angles, the 15 degree
shots produced slightly higher ricochet angles (see table 20). Commensurate with the greater
damage to both the LRN and HP bullets at the 15 degree impact angle shots, the concrete block
showed subtle signs of surface damage as well, more so at the impact sites of the HP bullets and
less so but still perceptible at the impact sites for the LRN bullets. This is most likely due to the
higher velocity and hence greater energy transfer from the HP bullets than from the slower LRN
bullets. Casual observation of the low (acute) angle impact marks on the concrete block
revealed a faint gray streak that was longer than it was wide. A closer examination of the rough
surface with the aid of a pocket magnifier confirmed deposits of metal-like material in the
interstitial spaces of the block. The discolored area gave a positive result with the sodium
rhodizonate test for lead, confirmed with the subsequent addition of dilute hydrochloric acid
(Feigl 1958). At five degrees the faint gray streaks of metallic lead left by the bullet impacts
could barely be seen given the lighter gray color of the unblemished block. Such marks could
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easily be overlooked at a crime scene unless the investigating scientists had suspicions or clues
that suggested a closer examination of the block for evidence.
Table 20. 22 caliber ricochet angles from concrete block

3

3

4

2

4

4

6

4

7

7

6

8

22 caliber LRN – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
3
2
3
3
2
4
Average = 3.0
Standard Deviation = 0.7
22 caliber HP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
3
3
4
2
3
3
Average = 3.2
Standard Deviation = 0.8
22 caliber LRN – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
4
5
4
5
3
5
Average = 4.1
Standard Deviation = 0.7
22 caliber HP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
4
3
5
5
6
4
Average = 4.6
Standard Deviation = 1.0
22 caliber LRN – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
5
7
6
6
6
5
7
Average = 6.1
Standard Deviation = 0.9
22 caliber HP – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
7
6
8
7
6
7
Average = 7.1
Standard Deviation = 0.9

3
4
4
5
5
8

Nine millimeter Parabellum
The nine millimeter shooting mimicked the 22 caliber tests to first determine the critical
angle. The FMJ bullets lost greater than 95% of their mass when the impact angle exceeded 15
degrees. Bullet deformation included a tearing away of most of the jacket material from the side
that contacted the surface of the concrete block. The reverse side was easily recognizable as a
bullet although the land and groove impressions were stretched and compressed from the
experience. In some instances, the 15 degree impacts caused the bullet to suffer from case-core
separation. This technically would be regarded as having failed the 95% weight retention
criterion set earlier in the experimental design. Ten and five degree test shots caused damage to
the bullets in a similar fashion as did the same respective impact angles into steel plate, with the
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difference being the much coarser striations caused by the rougher surface of the concrete
compared to that of steel. Both the FMJ and JHP bullets at 15 degree impact angles created a
crater in the concrete at the impact location. The failure of the frangible surface of the block also
caused secondary missiles to be projected toward the witness paper, resulting in the appearance
of extensive bullet fragmentation damage. A careful inspection of the cotton directly behind the
witness paper uncovered numerous post-impact fragments. Microscopy and microchemical tests
(Feigl 1958) (Insley & Frechette 1955) revealed both lead and copper from the bullet, and
materials generated from spalling of the concrete block’s surface. The ricochet angles of both
the FMJ and JHP bullets were far greater than expected given that concrete block falls into the
category of unyielding substrates. In fact, the concrete block behaved as a yielding substrate
based on the ricochet angles consistently exceeding the 15 degree impact angle. This is most
likely due to the damage caused by the bullets to the surface, which then provided a “ramp” of
intact concrete where the damage ended, allowing the exiting bullet to climb to greater ricochet
angles. Ten and five degree impact angles did not cause a crater to appear on the surface of the
block but instead only removed any loose surface material. Bullet damage was commensurate
with the two angles, the five degree impact damage being far less than the ten degree impact
damage. Figure 62 shows 9mm bullets from five, ten and 15 degree impact angles to concrete
block, while figure 63 shows the same three bullets positioned on their side to show the impact
damage to their profiles. Figure 64 shows the ricocheted JHP bullets at impact angles of 5, 10
and 15 degrees.
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NINE MILLIMETER FMJ BULLETS AFTER HITTING CONCRETE BLOCK (front view)

Figure 62. 9mm FMJ bullets after impact to concrete at 5, 10, and 15 degrees
NINE MILLIMETER FMJ BULLETS AFTER HITTING CONCRETE BLOCK (profile view)

Figure 63. Same 9mm FMJ bullets from figure 62 but positioned on their sides
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NINE MILLIMETER JHP BULLETS AFTER HITTING CONCRETE BLOCK

Figure 64. 9mm JHP bullets after impact to concrete at 5, 10, and 15 degrees
Table 21. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from concrete block

3
4

6
6

18
16

9mm FMJ – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
2
2
4
4
3
2
3
Average = 2.9
Standard Deviation = 0.7
9mm JHP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
2
3
3
3
4
2
3
2
Average = 2.9
Standard Deviation = 0.7
9mm FMJ– 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
6
4
5
5
4
5
Average = 5.0
Standard Deviation = 0.8
9mm HP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
5
5
4
6
5
4
6
4
Average = 5.1
Standard Deviation = 0.9
5

9mm FMJ– 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
16
15
18
18
15
15
17
16
Average = 16.5
Standard Deviation = 1.3
9mm JHP – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
18
18
15
18
16
17
15
18
Average = 16.7
Standard Deviation = 1.3

3
3

6
6

17
16
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MARBLE
The next and last substrate to be tested for this research project was marble. It is a sturdy
building material that was commonly used in one inch thick slabs for walls, floors and counter
tops. Its most frequent use in modern building construction is for door saddles and thin floor
tiles. It can be found with an extremely smooth polished surface when the piece of marble is not
designed for foot traffic or if not taken to a fine polish, the surface is a bit rougher, suitable for
floors when more traction is desirable.
22 caliber Long Rifle
Whether rough or smooth, the marble is a heavy product so clamping was only necessary
for the thin floor tile used for the initial 22 caliber experiments. The white tile provided more
contrast to observe and photograph the impact marks than any previously tested material in the
course of this project. The initial impact point of the bullet was clearly visible on the marble,
making the determination of direction of travel straightforward. The exit end of the impact mark
showed a feathered effect and was slightly offset, i.e. elongated on the right side, conforming to
the direction of twist of the Ruger 10-22 rifle, which imparted a clockwise rotation to the bullets.
Figure 65 shows the impact mark made on marble by one of the LRN bullets fired at 10 degrees.
Direction of travel was from left to right. The eccentricity of the lead deposition can be subtle,
as in the photograph, so care must be exercised when interpreting the direction of twist of the
firearm from which the bullet originated.
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22 CALIBER BULLET STRIKE ON MARBLE

Figure 65. Impact mark on marble made by LRN bullet fired at 10 degrees

There was a distinct difference between the LRN bullet impact marks as compared to the
HP bullet impact marks. Figure 66 shows the difference between an impact mark from a LRN
bullet on top as compared to an impact mark made by a HP bullet below it. A close examination
of the respective bullets suggests that the difference is more a factor of the difference in the
velocities as opposed to the difference in bullet morphology. In all cases the nose cavity in the
hollow point bullets collapsed from the impact but expansion was not at all evident. Proper
expansion and “mushrooming” was not expected since marble is by no means a tissue simulant,
but a lateral expansion because of the weakened nose had to be considered. Instead, it appeared
that the entire bullet deformed more due to the greater energy derived from the higher velocity.
Figure 67 shows the LRN bullet (left) and the HP bullet (right) that made the impact marks in
figure 66.
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COMPARISON OF LRN TO HP BULLET MARKS ON MARBLE AT 10 DEGREES

Figure 66. Ten degree impact angle impacts for LRN bullet (top) and HP bullet (bottom). Increased size of
HP mark was typical of impacts at other angles used during project
COMPARISON OF LRN TO HP BULLET DAMAGE AFTER HITTING MARBLE AT 10
DEGREES

Figure 67. LRN bullet (left) and HP bullet (right) deformation after ten degree impact with marble. These
two bullets were responsible for the marks shown in the preceding figure

As expected, overall bullet deformation increased as the impact angle increased, with the
flattened oval shape becoming larger from five to 20 degrees. Figure 68 shows the impact side of
four LRN bullets that impacted marble at 5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees from left to right. Ricochet
angles were less than the impact angles, typical of an unyielding substrate, as seen in table 22.
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RELATIVE DAMAGE TO 22 CALIBER BULLETS FROM MARBLE WITH INCREASING
IMPACT ANGLE

Figure 68. LRN bullets that have impacted marble at 5,10,15 and 20 degrees, from left to right. Material adhering
to the bottom of the 15 degree bullet are pieces of witness papers
Table 22. 22 caliber ricochet angles from marble

2

2

3

4

4

3

5

5

6

6

7

7

22 caliber LRN – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
2
4
2
4
3
4
Average = 2.8
Standard Deviation = 0.9
22 caliber HP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
4
3
3
3
4
2
Average = 3.3
Standard Deviation = 0.7
22 caliber LRN – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
5
3
4
5
4
5
Average = 4.0
Standard Deviation = 0.8
22 caliber HP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
5
3
4
4
6
5
Average = 4.8
Standard Deviation = 0.9
22 caliber LRN – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
7
6
7
7
7
5
5
Average = 6.2
Standard Deviation = 0.8
22 caliber HP – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
8
8
6
7
7
8
Average = 7.2
Standard Deviation = 0.8

2
4
4
5
6
8

Nine millimeter Parabellum
The 9mm ammunition provided a unique opportunity for photography on the light marble
background. On the higher angle shots used to determine the critical angle, the jacket ruptured
and left both lead and copper deposits on the marble surface. Figure 69 shows impact marks
from 15 degrees made by JHP bullet (top) and FMJ bullet (bottom) on marble.
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NINE MILLIMETER BULLET IMPACT MARKS TO MARBLE

Figure 69. Fifteen degree impact marks to marble made by JHP bullet, top, and FMJ bullet, bottom. Direction of
travel was from left to right. The jackets of both bullets ruptured at this angle, allowing both copper and lead to be
deposited. Asymmetry of marks is indicative of the clockwise rotation of the bullets

Lesser angles tested did not incur jacket failure on either the FMJ or JHP bullets and as
with impacts to the steel and concrete, bullet deformation was commensurate with differing
impact angles, as seen in figures 70 and 71 showing impact surface and profile views,
respectively, of 5, 10 and 15 degree angles for 9mm FMJ bullets on top row and 9mm JHP
bullets on bottom row.
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FMJ AND JHP BULLETS AT INCREASING IMPACT ANGLE TO MARBLE (front view)

Figure 70. 9mm bullets after impacting marble. Upper row are FMJ and lower row are JHP bullets.
Impact angles from left to right are 5, 10 and 15 degrees.
FMJ AND JHP BULLETS AT INCREASING IMPACT ANGLE TO MARBLE (profile view)

Figure 71. The same bullets as shown in the preceding figure, turned 90 degrees to show the damage from
impact to their profiles.
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Table 23. Nine millimeter ricochet angles from marble

2

3

3

2

5

3

6

3

6

5

7

7

9mm FMJ – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
Average = 3.0
Standard Deviation = 0.7
9mm JHP – 5 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
4
3
2
3
4
3
Average = 3.1
Standard Deviation = 0.7
9mm FMJ – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
4
5
3
5
3
4
4
Average = 4.1
Standard Deviation = 0.9
9mm JHP – 10 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
3
5
5
4
6
4
3
Average = 4.5
Standard Deviation = 1.3
9mm FMJ – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
6
7
7
7
5
5
6
Average = 6.0
Standard Deviation = 0.8
9mm JHP – 15 degrees impact – ricochet angles:
8
6
8
7
5
8
6
Average = 6.9
Standard Deviation = 1.0

4
4
5
6
6
7

Both bullet types sustained sufficient damage upon impact beyond 15 degrees to qualify
them as having failed the critical angle criterion as defined for this project. Impact marks on the
marble were long and narrow for the low (acute) angle shots, while the shots at and near the
critical angle were shorter but wider as seen in Figures 72 and 73 showing impact marks at 5 and
10 degrees respectively, while Figure 74 shows impact marks on marble made by two 9mm FMJ
bullets striking at 15 degrees on the upper half and 20 degrees on the lower half. The 20 degree
impact mark has achieved a greater asymmetry due to the increased damage to the bullet, causing
more of the lead core to be exposed and therefore abraded against the marble surface.
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IMPACT MARKS MADE ON MARBLE BY 9 MM BULLETS AT 5 DEGREES

Figure 72. Nine millimeter FMJ bullet impact, top, and JHP bullet impact, bottom, at 5 degree impact angle.
Direction of bullet travel was from left to right
IMPACT MARKS MADE ON MARBLE BY 9 MM BULLETS AT 10 DEGREES

Figure 73. FMJ bullet impact, top, and JHP bullet impact, bottom, at 10 degree impact angle.
Direction of bullet travel was from left to right
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IMPACT MARKS MADE ON MARBLE BY 9 MM BULLETS AT 15 DEGREES

Figure 74. Fifteen degree impact to marble on top and 20 degree impact on bottom. Both bullets were
9mm FMJ. Direction of bullet travel was from left to right. Dark oval in center of 20 degree mark was made by a
Sharpie marker used prior to firing for sighting purposes.

The JHP bullets are even more dramatically affected by the greater impact angle due to
their construction, exposing the lead core and the serrations or weak-points around the cavity in
the bullet’s nose. Figure 75 shows the impact mark made by a JHP bullet at a 20 degree impact
angle. The lead splash is so intense that it has overwhelmed the copper jacket material. The
bullet that made this mark was fragmented by the trauma yet the marble did not sustain visible
damage to its surface, whereas the concrete began to spall at the bullet impact area at impact
angles greater than 10 degrees.
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IMPACT MARK MADE ON MARBLE BY A 9 MM JHP BULLET AT 20 DEGREES

Figure 75. Twenty degree impact mark on marble from JHP bullet traveling from left to right
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
The ricochet analyses performed for this research revealed useful information about the
ricocheted bullets and the substrates. In the yielding substrates tested, the hollow point bullets
behaved more erratically due to their open cavities causing more unpredictable collection of the
substrate materials. Both the FMJ bullets and the JHP bullets were deflected more when the
impact angles approached the critical angles. Spending more time in the substrate allowed for
more bullet interaction and the bullets in this case were deflected to the right since they were
rotating clockwise as a product of the barrel’s rifling. Ricochet angles in all cases exceeded
impact angles when yielding substrates were impacted. It is reasonable to conclude that this was
due to the formation of a ramp of substrate material in front of the bullet just before its exit from
the substrate surface. All bullets from all substrates tested became destabilized after impact as
evidenced by the asymmetrical holes in the witness papers and from high-speed photographic
documentation. Thus it can be concluded that once bullets depart from an intermediate surface
they will not travel as far as they would have had they not impacted that surface because in stable
flight a bullet is far more aerodynamic. Velocity losses from the resistance of air on a
destabilized bullet are greater than the velocity losses on a bullet in stable flight.
In the unyielding substrates tested in this project, the bullets were deformed more and
more with increasing impact angle. In all cases, the bullets spent less time interacting with the
unyielding substrates than they did with the yielding substrates, and consequently there was no
noticeable horizontal deflection post-ricochet. This conclusion was reached based on the
proximity of the bullet holes to the center-line orientation marks made on the witness papers
before firing. The witness papers however were in no case more than four feet downrange from
the point of bullet departure from the substrate surface. If space restrictions allowed additional
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witness papers further downrange, perhaps 10 feet or more, bullet deflection not detected at four
feet would be easier to determine. The disparity between the FMJ and JHP bullets was less in
terms of ricochet angles. This was probably do to the hollow cavities simply imploding or
collapsing upon impact with unyielding substrates whereas the cavities could become filled with
yielding materials that increased the destabilization. The special case of the frangible
characteristics of concrete block approaching and above the critical angle, caused the ricocheting
bullets to behave as if they had impacted a yielding substrate. That was caused by the spalling of
the surface at the impact point, which allowed the bullet to be guided upward as opposed to
glancing off, as had been the case at the lower impact angles.
In all cases, both yielding and unyielding, a transfer of materials took place. Bullet
material was left at the impact site and substrate material was carried away with the bullet. The
greater the impact angle, the greater the transfer of material between the two.
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Chapter 5. Impact of this research
Implications to the forensic science community
The physical evidence record has no agenda, is not bias and does not have prejudice
(Petraco, 2014). It is totally impartial (N.L. Petraco, personal communication 10-May-2014).
The power of these statements by Mr Petraco are of particular relevance to evidence types that
have not been well-researched or developed since in those instances the opportunities for
incorrect interpretations are increased. Assessments of bullet ricochet events are among the less
understood evidence types.
The following are specific questions that were addressed by the research conducted,
which have important implications for shooting scene reconstructions:
The determination of the critical angle and its variance for the six substrates with two
calibers, and two bullet types within each caliber (twenty-four critical angles total), provides the
forensic scientist with useful data for the scientific reconstruction and assessment of a shooting
scene.
A determination of the ricochet angles and their variance at several impact angles (impact
angles were dependent upon the critical angles that were determined) provides a scientific basis
to support shooting scene reconstruction and assessment.
The evaluation of the different behaviors of hollow point bullets as compared to round
nose bullets of the same caliber affords useful information because both types are commonly
encountered in case work although their construction and substrate-interactions are quite
different.
The evaluation of the different behaviors of lead bullets as compared to jacketed bullets is
equally useful, because of their common appearance in case work. This is especially the case in
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shootings involving revolvers, for which cartridges consisting of bullets with exposed lead are
more common (lead round nose, jacketed soft point, semi-wad cutter, non-jacketed hollow
point).
A comparison of the ricochet characteristics of two different calibers of bullets could
suggest behavior of other calibers and guide future experimentation with other pistol calibers
such as 38 Special, 40 caliber Smith & Wesson (40 S&W), 45 caliber automatic Colt pistol (45
ACP), and eventually rifle caliber testing.
A comparison of bullet damage at different angles of impact can be used when only a
bullet is recovered, the impact site is unknown, but a determination of an approximate impact
angle is important to the reconstruction.
A comparison of substrate damage at different angles of impact can be used when only
the impact site is known but the bullet is not recovered and an approximate impact angle is
similarly important to the reconstruction.

Implications to the criminal justice community
Scientific evidence and expert opinion testimony can be crucial in both criminal and civil
trials (Moenssens, 1978). It is also often overlooked, underappreciated or misunderstood by
both the Prosecution and the Defense attorneys (personal communication with Dr. Peter De
Forest, 2001). The introduction of scientific, specialized or technical testimony at trial had few
filters to limit charlatans and fakers from testifying until tests of admissibility were introduced as
a result of Frye v. United States (1923) which concerned the results of a polygraph examination.
The Frye ruling stated:
“Just when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental
and demonstrable stages is difficult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential
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force of the principle must be recognized, and while courts will go a long way in admitting
expert testimony deduced from a well-recognized scientific principle or discovery, the thing
from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general
acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs”
The gray area in Frye regarding admission of expert testimony was determining what
defined the “particular field” because too often breakthroughs would be the result of experiments
by scientists on the fringe or periphery of a specific scientific discipline and as such the test or
method would not have gained general acceptance (yet) and therefore not be admitted at trial.
This hurdle was somewhat overcome in Coppolino (1968) where the Court recognized that novel
approaches to a problem that are not necessarily acknowledged by the scientists from the entire
field may nevertheless be admitted. The criterion here was simply that conclusions drawn from
novel experiments had to have a firm foundation in established scientific principles.
Until Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc (1993), the Frye (1923) test for
“general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs” dominated the courtrooms in the
United States when scientific testimony was proffered in a case. Admissibility of scientific
evidence had additional hurdles to overcome and had to withstand more scrutiny in a postDaubert society.
In Daubert, the United States Supreme Court held that Frye was superseded by the
Federal Rule of Evidence 702, which stated at the time:
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion
or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data, (2) the testimony is the
product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied the principles and
methods reliably to the facts of the case.
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Acting as “gatekeeper” in a Daubert jurisdiction, the trial judge would make the decision
whether to allow expert testimony to be offered if it meets the requirements of relevance and
reliability. The gatekeeping role is not a simple task for a judge to assume, as the Daubert
prongs (1993) attest. The following must be considered before expert testimony will be admitted
at trial: (1) whether the theory can be or was tested, (2) whether the theory was subjected to peer
review or publication, (3) the theory's known or potential rate of error and whether there are
standards that control its operation, and (4) the degree to which the relevant scientific community
has accepted the theory. Thus the admission of expert opinion testimony can be curtailed if it
fails to meet a Daubert challenge. There currently exists a “trilogy” on admissibility of expert
opinion testimony, that of Daubert and its progeny, Kumho Tire Company, Ltd. v. Carmichael
(1998) and General Electric Company v. Joiner (1997). The Kumho decision extended the prior
rulings on scientific testimony to non-scientific but technical or specialized knowledge testimony
as well. Together, the rulings from these cases define the criteria currently in effect.
Just as in firearm and toolmark examination where “I know it (a “match”) when I see it”
no longer satisfies scientific rigor when being considered for admission at trial, the same applies
to the interpretation of ricochet marks. The observation “I know one when I see one” (referring
to a ricochet mark and what it means) can easily be challenged in today’s post-Daubert society,
potentially excluding valuable information that could either inculpate or exculpate a defendant.
This research will contribute to the body of scientific knowledge regarding ricochet damage to an
impacted substrate and the damage to a ricocheted bullet, which can be used as a foundation for
future expert opinion testimony about such phenomena.
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Appendix 1
Summary of Critical Angles
Sand
22 LRN 12 to 14 degrees
22 HP 11 to 15 degrees
9mm FMJ 13 to 15 degrees
9mm JHP 13 to 15 degrees
Gypsum wallboard
22 LRN 12 degrees
22 HP 12 degrees
9mm FMJ 8 degrees
9mm JHP 8 degrees
Sheet metal
(26 gauge)

22 LRN 10 degrees
22 HP 10 degrees
(22 gauge)

9mm FMJ 6 degrees
9mm JHP 6 degrees
Steel
22 LRN 14 degrees
22 HP 12 degrees
9mm FMJ 16 degrees
9mm JHP 15 degrees
Concrete
22 LRN 16 degrees
22 HP 16 degrees
9mm FMJ 17 degrees
9mm JHP 16 degrees
Marble
22 LRN 17 degrees
22 HP 17 degrees
9mm FMJ 18 degrees
9mm JHP 17 degrees
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Appendix 2
Determination of the Average Bullet Weight, Propellant Weight, Jacket Thickness and
Relative Jacket Hardness of the Four Ammunition Types Used
Bullet Weights of the Four Ammunition Types (in grams)

7.43
7.43
7.40
7.40
7.41
7.42
7.41
7.42
7.40
7.41
7.41

Speer Gold-Dot
HP
8.04
8.05
8.00
8.08
8.02
8.04
8.03
8.05
8.00
8.03
8.03

0.01

0.02

Federal FMJ
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7
Trial 8
Trial 9
Trial 10
Average
Standard
Deviation

2.56
2.54
2.57
2.58
2.56
2.55
2.55
2.56
2.56
2.57
2.56

Remington
22 HP
2.43
2.40
2.43
2.44
2.45
2.42
2.42
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.43

0.01

0.01

CCI 22

Propellant Weights of the Four Ammunition Types (in grams)

Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7
Trial 8
Trial 9
Trial 10
Average
Standard
Deviation

Federal FMJ

Speer Gold-Dot HP

CCI 22

0.355
0.355
0.354
0.355
0.354
0.356
0.356
0.355
0.355
0.355
0.36

0.356
0.354
0.354
0.356
0.355
0.355
0.355
0.354
0.355
0.356
0.36

0.221
0.220
0.220
0.222
0.221
0.221
0.221
0.220
0.222
0.221
0.22

Remington 22
HP
0.220
0.220
0.220
0.222
0.219
0.219
0.221
0.221
0.221
0.219
0.22

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001
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Jacket Thicknesses of the Four Ammunition types (in um)
Federal FMJ

Speer Gold-Dot
HP
Ogive Bearing
450
400
440
400
440
400
445
410
450
410
455
415
440
405
440
405
445
400
440
400

CCI
22
Ogive
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Remington
22 HP
Bearing
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7
Trial 8
Trial 9
Trial 10

Meplat
465
460
460
465
460
455
460
465
465
470

Ogive
550
545
550
550
540
540
540
530
545
555

Bearing
400
400
400
400
390
390
390
400
400
400

Average

462.50

544.50

397.00

444.50

404.50

N/A

N/A

Standard
Deviation

4.25

7.25

4.83

5.50

5.50

N/A

N/A

Relative Bullet Hardness of the Four Ammunition Types (diameter of dimple created from
equal force of steel ball applied for 10 seconds. Small number means harder bullet)
Speer Gold-Dot
Federal FMJ
CCI 22
Remington 22
HP
Min.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Min.
Max.
Trial 1
43
34
47
39
95
70
100
80
Trial 2
42
34
49
40
110
80
100
85
Trial 3
41
34
50
41
110
75
110
90
Trial 4
41
35
52
42
100
70
110
90
Trial 5
44
36
47
36
95
75
115
95
Trial 6
40
34
53
42
115
90
110
85
Trial 7
43
34
46
39
110
80
100
80
Trial 8
43
33
50
42
100
75
100
75
Trial 9
42
33
52
42
100
80
100
80
Trial 10
44
34
48
38
120
90
105
75
Average
42.3
34.1
49.4
40.1
105.5
78.5
105.0
83.5
Standard
1.3
0.9
2.4
2.1
8.6
7.1
5.8
6.7
Deviation
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Appendix 3
List of Abbreviations
AFTE- Association of Firearm and Toolmark Examiners
CCI- Cascade Cartridges, Inc, an ammunition manufacturer
GDHP- Gold Dot Hollow Point, the name of a product line within the Speer ammunition
company
FMJ- full metal jacket
HP- hollow point
JHP- jacketed hollow point
LR- long rifle
LRN- lead round nose
Mm- millimeter
+P- plus p; an ammunition industry shorthand indicating increased pressure will be generated
PVC- polyvinyl chloride
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Appendix 4
Glossary
Aerodynamic- the study of motion in the atmosphere
Aggregate- material formed by loosely compacted components
Ballistics- the study of objects in motion
Barrel deposits- material and by-products from gunpowder combustion and bullet metal
abrasions from passage down the bore of a firearm. Subsequent bullets can pick up some of this
material, which can then be rubbed off at intermediate and terminal targets
Barrel length- the distance of the barrel between the chamber and the muzzle
Bearing surface- the circumference of a bullet that contacts the bore of a firearm
Breechblock- the part of the firearm that rests against the back of the cartridge and resists its
rearward force when the cartridge is discharged
Billiard ball effect- a description of the behavior of shotgun pellets when they collide with each
other upon impact with the target
Bituminous- derived from asphalt, bitumen is a long chain hydrocarbon that is commonly used
as a tar or adhesive binder
Blue stone- one possible aggregate type used in concrete
Bore- inside circumference of a firearm’s barrel
Bore diameter- often equivalent or very similar to the caliber of a firearm
Bullet- the component of a cartridge that exits the barrel as a projectile
Calcium sulfate- the main ingredient in gypsum drywall panels
Caliber- a description of the diameter of the bore of a firearm or the diameter of a bullet. The
figure can be expressed in metric units or Imperial units as a decimal
Cannelure- circumferential groove pressed or cut into a bullet or case
Cartridge- a complete unit of ammunition consisting of the primer, case, gunpowder and bullet
Case- core separation- situation where the bullet jacket and bullet core separate, usually resulting
in the denser core traveling farther
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Chisum trail- an irregular ricochet mark that is elongated in the direction of bullet rotation,
recognized and noted by criminalist Jerry Chisum
Chronograph- device for determining velocity
Class characteristics- characteristics determined prior to manufacture and shared by many
individual items
Comparison microscope- instrument capable of observing two specimens at the same time
Core- in jacketed bullets, the internal component, often made of lead
Critical angle- the angle at which a bullet strikes a surface and a ricochet no longer occurs
Cut rifled- method of rifling a barrel that involves the physical removal of metal
Deflection- the lateral change in the bullet’s path after impacting an object
Destabilize- position of a bullet in flight with the nose not continuing to point forward
Direction of twist- either right (clockwise) or left (counterclockwise) direction of rifling imparted
to a barrel during manufacture
Elastic deformation- temporary change in shape insufficient to cause permanent change
External ballistics- that component of ballistics that is limited to the bullet’s behavior between
leaving the barrel and impacting the target
Firing sequence- the steps that take place within a firearm that result in the bullet being
discharged
Flight characteristics- the behavior of the bullet as it travels from muzzle to target
Galvanized- sacrificial zinc coating used to protect more vulnerable base metals such as iron and
steel
Grain- unit of measure equaling 1/7000th of a pound
Groove- space created in the bore of a firearm by the rifling process. Also visible on bullets as
the greater diameter between the land impressions
Hardness- a measure of the ability of a substance to resist compression to become permanently
deformed
Heterogeneous- mixed, not uniform substance
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Impact angle- the angle defined by the horizontal and the approach vector of a bullet. In such a
situation, zero degrees is parallel to the surface and 90 degrees is orthogonal to it
Incident angle- in optics an angle measured from the surface normal where zero degrees is
orthogonal to the surface and 90 degrees is parallel to it. Also a term used by some in the
firearm community as the angle at which a bullet approaches a surface, measured from the
horizontal
Inclinometer- device used to measure angle or pitch in degrees
Internal ballistics- that component of ballistics that is limited to the bullet’s behavior prior to its
leaving the barrel
Jacket- outer metallic enclosure of a bullet, often but not exclusively made of copper or a copper
alloy
Kinetic energy- energy of motion expressed as half the mass of an object multiplied by its
velocity squared
Land- protruding areas in a firearm barrel after the rifling process. On a bullet, the land
impressions are the indented areas imparted to it by passage through the barrel
Lead –in mark- darkened area at the beginning of a bullet impact mark comprised of barrel
deposits and bullet metal
Magazine- the part of a firearm where ammunition is stored
Meplat- the front of a bullet if it has a flat section of the nose
Metallurgy- the study of metals
Muzzle- the far end of the barrel of a firearm closest to where the bullet exits
Nose- the front of the bullet
Obturate- expand to fill the volume of the enclosure
Ogive- the curved part of a bullet between the nose and the bearing surface. It does not come
into contact with the rifling
Parabellum- German name for a 9mm x 19mm handgun cartridge
Pea gravel- one possible aggregate type used in concrete, averaging 3/8ths inch in size
Penetration- bullet entering a substance but not continuing through to exit
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Perforation- bullet enters and exits a substance
Pinch point- the squeezing of paint between a bullet and the substrate surface, typically found on
the painted surfaces of an automobile
Plastic deformation- permanent change of shape of an object after the application of force
Plywood- building panel made by gluing sheets of wood veneer together in opposite grain
directions for uniform strength
Polygonal- method of rifling a firearm barrel that does not create defined land areas and groove
areas
Primer- impact sensitive component of a cartridge that initiates the gunpowder
Propellant- the component of a cartridge that releases a huge volume of gas when it burns,
forcing the bullet from the cartridge case and out of the barrel
Rate of twist- the distance within the barrel required for a bullet to rotate 360 degrees
Recoil- the rearward force exerted on the firearm when the bullet is discharged
Ricochet- situation where a projectile impacts a surface and rebounds
Rifling- machining operation that imparts a spiral in the bore of a firearm. On a bullet, it is the
impression made by the bore into the bearing surface
Ruger- the name of a firearm manufacturer
Secondary missiles- small projectiles that originate from the fragmentation of a substance as the
result of bullet impact
Semi-yielding- material that behaves somewhat like a yielding material and somewhat like an
unyielding material
Sodium rhodizonate- chemical used in a presumptive color test for lead. The test involves a
color change in the presence of lead but is not considered specific unless confirmed with the
addition of dilute hydrochloric acid which causes another color change
Spall- mechanical failure of a brittle surface when sufficient load is applied
Speer- name of an ammunition manufacturer
Standard deviation- measurement of variation from the average
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Substrate- substance or material involved in the experiment
Tangent function- trigonometric formula using two legs of a right triangle but not the hypotenuse
Terminal ballistics- that component of ballistics that is limited to the bullet’s behavior upon
impacting the target
Trajectory- the bullet’s path from muzzle to target
Type X- type of drywall used in construction designed to resist fire for a specified period of time
Witness paper- sheet of paper or cardboard positioned downrange of a firearm to record a
moment of the bullet’s flight
Yielding- substance that will fail upon bullet impact
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